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Leica Geosystems Geospatial Imaging has
expanded to India!
Leica Geosystems Geospatial Imaging India Private Limited has
created brand new headquarters in Gurgaon. To meet the needs
of new and existing customers, Leica Geosystems Geospatial Imaging
India will build customized and localized geospatial solutions.
Also deployed throughout the region will be technical support,
business development, marketing, software development and
professional services.
This new subsidiary will be the only company in India to sell and
support Leica Geosystems’ entire product portfolio. Extensive services
and an expanded product suite will include a complete and powerful
collection of remote sensing, photogrammetry, enterprise, data
sharing and visualization solutions to this market.
For more information, please contact us at:
Leica Geosystems Geospatial Imaging Private Limited
3rd Floor; Enkay Square;
448A Udyog Vihar; Phase V
Gurgaon, 122016
INDIA
Phone: +91 124 4633000
Email: info@lggiindia.com
Web: www.gi.leica-geosystems.com

TM
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Extend your GIS Across the Enterprise.
Share the value of your work throughout your organization with Server GIS.
As a geographic information system
(GIS) professional, you receive countless
requests for maps and spatial information. Answering special requests, while
important, takes time and reduces
your productivity.
Imagine being able to push your
maps, models, and tools out to the
rest of the organization via focused,
easy-to-use applications. Staff in
other departments and out in the field

could query accurate, up-to-date data
without a lot of training. This increases
their productivity as well as yours.
By making your maps, data, and
analyses readily available, you can
help others reap the benefits of the GIS
work that you do. You already know
that spatial analysis and visualization
are important parts of daily decision
making. Use Server GIS from ESRI to

“The server-based options
provided by ESRI allow the City of
Mesa to deliver more enterprise
GIS applications throughout
our organization without high
installation and training costs.”
Jason Bell
IT Services Leader,
City of Mesa, Arizona

help others benefit from your work.

To learn how organizations are using ESRI server GIS
to improve productivity, visit www.esri.com/server.
In the United States: 1-866-447-3036
Outside the United States: +1-909-793-2853, extension 1-1235
On the Web: www.esri.com/international

Copyright © 2007 ESRI. All rights reserved. The ESRI globe logo, ESRI, and www.esri.com are trademarks, registered trademarks, or service marks of ESRI in the United States, the European Community, or certain other jurisdictions. Other companies and products mentioned herein may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective trademark owners.
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From Editor’s Desk

Needle in the haystack

I

Maneesh Prasad
Managing Editor & Chief Operating Officer
maneesh.prasad@GISdevelopment.net

t took us 15000 years to double our
global per capita income till the 1750 and
thereafter in next 250 years we had our
per capita income increasing by 73 times.

The growth of individual wealth, the nation's
economy has been linked closely with innovation
and its commercial exploitation. The global economy would continue to grow in years to come.
Hence the money available for spending, particularly for the infrastructure would continue to be
available in figures which will be huge compared
to the last spending. As a member of geospatial
community, we would continue to look forward to
our share in this huge spending. Almost similar to
looking for, 'needle in the haystack'.
The usage of 'Geospatial Tools' in the planning
stage of an infrastructure has been accepted
by many of the Planners. The relevance of Geospatial as an important tool for engineering and construction work is being understood and accepted,
leading to the enterprises calling for the integration of geospatial tools with the organisation information model. Continuous efforts have been made
to position the geospatial as the integrating platform for the various elements of the construction
and engineering. But, geospatial continues to be
looked upon as one of the many isolated information silos as pointed out by Geoff Zeiss in this issue.
According to various industry reports, the global
spending on construction and engineering for the

infrastructure development and maintenance
would be upwards US$41 Trillion, between 2005
and 2040. This is nearly US$1.6 Trillion per year.
The global construction and engineering industry
is nearly US $2.3 Trillion. Seeing the present state of
infrastructure in United States, upwards US$ 1.6
Trillion is proposed to be spent on civil works for
infrastructure development and renovation in US
over next five years.
Compared to this, the GIS market size, according to
Frost & Sullivan the global market revenues was
expected to reach $8.33 billion in 2007. This spending would be in construction and engineering
along with those areas like natural resource management, defense and security, business management etc. Even if construction and engineering has
25% of total geospatial spending, it amounts to
nearly US$2.1 Billion.
The share for the geospatial industry in the
global construction spending is less than a
quarter percent. It is important for us to work on
finding methods which can hasten the speed of
geospatial becoming an integral part of an
enterprise, by reaching quickly the final stages
of Nolan's Growth Model. Maybe this would
call for positioning the needle rightly in the
haystack.
“”
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3D Visualisation
tool to serve
South African
defence industry

Forests - District
Officials trained
by CGIS-NUR
Rwanda: The National University of Rwanda's Centre
for Geographic Information
Systems and Remote Sensing (CGIS-NUR) has trained
district officers on remote
sensing and forests management techniques for the
publication of the country's
forests maps and database.
The two-day training
focused on techniques used
in gathering geographical information for forests mapping and management. Using GIS spatial analysis, the
centre has already
finalised
making
maps of forests on
national and district
levels.

South Africa: The Council
for Scientific and Industrial
Research (CSIR) has developed a three-dimensional
(3-D) simulation, visualisation and analysis tool that
could benefit the defence
industry.
Cyclops 2 visualisation
and visual analysis tool is
capable of visualising a
synthetic
environment
with terrain and virtual
objects inhabiting the environment. The simulation

objects are displayed in a 3D view, allowing the user to
move around in a virtual
world and to inspect the
spatial and temporal relationships between objects.
The tool enables the user
to add or draw information
or objects that are not
directly observable, such as
radar detection cones, complex domes and ellipses or
motion trails.
Further, through a hierarchical tree-based filter, the
user can selectively hide
unwanted visual details or
objects, based on his
requirements, to clear away
objects to make the view
less cluttered.

Maps make
money

Radar Detection Cones or Motion Trails

South Africa: AfriGIS has
found a new way to make
money off maps. It is making its dynamic interactive
maps freely available to
companies and individuals,
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and plans to generate and
share revenue by selling
advertising
embedded
around the maps.
Company MD, Magnus
Rademeyer, says the maps
are entirely free for the first
10,000 views a month. This
is done by placing advertising down the side of each
map served. The revenue
generated from the advertising is shared with the
company using the maps
on 60:40 bases to make it
mutually beneficial. Companies could take the idea
one step further by creating
exposure for their suppliers
or partners on the maps.
"Whatever the case, the aim
of making interactive maps
freely available is to create
awareness about the power
of location based services
and how useful accurate
maps are in assisting people with finding geographical information that they
need", Rademeyer adds.

South Africa's space agency - on the launch pad
South Africa: The fact that the creation of a South African Space
Agency is now only a matter of
months away is attracting international interest, including proposals
for technological cooperation, to
this country. "We are targeting a
number of international partnerships, in terms of being able to build
competencies here", says Department of Science and Technology
(DST) Space Science and Technology
Manager Dr Val Munsami,

8
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"Our main focus is on our own
indigenous satellite programme,"
he asserts. “The future satellite programme will be situated inside the
space agency, and, once the agency
kicks off, there is a whole business
plan for the agency, and that
includes a satellite programme. So,
we might use these partnerships to
build capacity - as long as, at the
end, we can put our own satellites
up. I think that's very important."
South Africa already has some of

the best space infrastructure in
Africa, and the new space agency
will incorporate existing institutions. Which ones these should be
has been debated for years. It has
finally been decided that, initially at
least, the space agency will take
over, and be based upon, two established organisations. These are the
Satellite Applications Centre (SAC)
of the Council for Scientific and
Industrial Research, and the
Houwteq division of State-owned
defence industrial group Denel.
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Approx. 1 billion $
budget for ISRO in
2008-09
India: India's space
research programme will
see greater focus on
manned mission initiatives
and human space flights
during 2008-09.
Signalling the importance
of high-end research,
Finance Minister P Chidambaram has increased
the Budgetary allocation
for space research programmes to approx. 1 billion USD, a 23.8 per cent
increase over 2007-08. As

much as 350 million
USD of the allocation is earmarked for launch-vehicle
technology, including the
development of Geo-Synchronous Satellite Launch
Vehicle (GSLV) and
manned mission initiatives.
The government has
allotted 40 million USD,
compared with 500,00 USD
in 2007-08, for the development of a fully
autonomous manned
space vehicle to carry a
two-member crew to a distance of 400 km into space.
Another major area that
has seen a huge jump in
Budgetary allocation is
special indigenisation and

advance ordering of space
research-related products.
The government has
proposed to provide 71
million USD, as against 2.8
million USD in 2007-08, to
the Indian Space Research
Organisation (ISRO) to
interface with the domestic industry to develop various electronic components, materials and chemicals for the space programme.
The scope of the scheme
also includes procurement
of certain long lead and
critical items for futuristic
missions.
The government has
also proposed budgetary
support for the plans of
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the Department of Space
to strengthen the
National Natural
Resources Management
System for ensuring
optimal management
of natural resources by
integrating information
derived from remote
sensing data with
conventional techniques.
The Budget also
provides funds for
Chandrayaan 1, Indian
lunar mission meant
to prepare three-dimensional atlas of regions
of scientific interest
of the moon and chemical mapping of the
entire lunar surface for
various elements.

1

Kerala's first Active
Web GIS service
launched
India: The Indian Institute
of Information Technology
and Management, Kerala,
announced the launch of
the State's first Active Web
GIS service in public
domain using free and
open source software technology. The main objective
of Active Web GIS, is to
make dynamic geographical information available in
a simplified, open Web
interface. In an Active Web
GIS, the geographic objects
or attributes are powered
by dynamic database systems that represent the
changes in the real world. It
allows the visualisation of
dynamic data in a natural
geographic setting. The site
helps the visitor access
State-wide weather information and forecast updated every three hours. It provides thematic maps of Kerala and advanced flythrough of 3D topography.

CESC to launch
GIS for power
distribution in
Karnataka
India:

Chamundeshwari
Electricity Supply Company
(CESC) will be launching a
GIS in its power distribution
network
soon,
announced K.P. Pandey,
Chairman, Karnataka Electricity Regulatory Commission (KERC). He said that
GIS will be made available
in the district sometime
during April. It would
enable analysis of the
entire 11 KV network coming under CESC and also
focus in short circuit analysis, voltage regulation,
asset management, analysis on load flow and fault
tolerance. GIS would be
introduced in other districts
gradually, he explained.

Lapan helps govt fight
forest and land fires
Indonesia: The Environment Ministry will be dealing with forest and land

fires in association with the
National Aviation and
Space Agency (Lapan)
under a MoU signed in
Balikpapan, East Kalimantan recently.
"Under the cooperation,
the two sides will be locating hot spots, which have
been the main cause of forest and land fires in Indonesia," said Environment Minister Rachmat Witoelar.
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New Postal Code
maps for
Australia and
New Zealand
Australia: GfK GeoMarketing has updated its digital
maps of Australia and New

Geokosmos opens
office in India
Russia: Geokosmos International, a topographical survey company, has set up a
liaison office in Delhi, India
to primarily engage in general business development
within the aerial photography and mapping industry.
"India is a potential market
and we are looking forward
to building relations with
business partners and
clients there," said Geokosmos vice-president, International Business Development, Peter Goellner.

Monitoring Asia-Pacific Disasters from Space
Australia: A space-based international
Earth observation network to detect and
monitor natural disasters in the AsiaPacific region has been formed with a
substantial contribution from Australian
science. Sentinel Asia, the network of
information-delivery websites has its
roots in the Australian bushfire tracking
system, Sentinel Hotspots, which was
developed in 2002 by CSIRO, Geoscience
Australia and the Australian Defence
Imagery and Geospatial Organisation.

2

The concept of Sentinel Asia is to provide online information from Earth
observation satellites in 'near real-time'
through a network of WebGIS services
such as the Australian Sentinel Hotspots
system.
Initially supported by the Japanese
Government through the Japan
Aerospaloration Agency (JAXA), Sentinel
Asia aims to show the value of Earth
observation data for disaster management in the region.

Postal Code Map of Australia

Zealand. Digital postal code
maps form the basis of sales
territory and expansion
planning in modern businesses.
For New Zealand where a
comprehensive postal code
reform will go into effect on
July 1, 2008, after which the
previously used postal
codes will no longer apply.
GfK GeoMarketing has
already digitized these new
postal code districts, ensuring continued accuracy
with regard to companies'
customer locations, sales
territory planning and
regional revenue forecasts.
The Australian map set
has also been significantly
revised. The postal code
map with more than 2,600
postal code districts has
been newly digitized for
enhanced accuracy.
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Wellington business
producing next
generation of NZ maps
New Zealand: Wellington
based Terralink, is producing the next generation of
maps - a recorded, digital
video map of New Zealand.
Terralink is a privately
owned company and one of
its main shareholders is Ian
Taylor - the man who pioneered America's Cup sailing technology. And now
the company is making a
video of every street in the
country, in other words a
map of the nation from a
car. The six roof top cameras record the images at
driving speed, matching
GPS locations of every

APRIL 2008

street, every house and
even every curb. The data is
stored to be sold to emergency services, local councils and eventually in-car
navigation systems. The
images could potentially
one day even be linked to
Google Earth - a developing
technology which means
street and house is captured on video, mapped and
stored.

SMOS: Helping Europe
respond to climate
change Maps
France: To help address cli-

mate change, 2008 will see
the launch of Europe's
SMOS satellite. Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity
(SMOS), is designed to map
these
elements
with
unprecedented accuracy.
Three-quarters of the globe
is covered in water and its
influence is felt everywhere. It's not only oceans,
rivers and lakes that affect
the climate but water in all
its forms, such as soil moisture and its evaporation.
SMOS, ESA's water mission,
will provide a uniform
dataset for understanding
better the water cycle, thus
helping to forecast climate
change and predict extreme
weather conditions.
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Artist rendering of SMOS

Circulating at a low orbit
of around 750 km above the
Earth, SMOS will provide us
with a global picture of
ocean
salinity
levels.
Understanding the salinity
and temperature of the seas
will help to predict more
easily the zones where hurricanes intensify as they
pass over the ocean.
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ESA's Ground European Network for Earth Science
Interoperations - Digital Repositories
France: GENESI-DR (Ground European Network for Earth Science
Interoperations - Digital Repositories), an ESA-led, European Commission (EC)-funded two-year project, is
taking the lead in providing reliable,
easy, long-term access to Earth Science data via the Internet.
GENESI-DR will allow scientists
from different Earth Science disciplines located across Europe to
locate, access, combine and integrate historical and fresh Earthrelated data from space, airbourne
and in-situ sensors archived in large
distributed repositories. A dedicated
infrastructure providing transparent access to all this will support
Earth Science communities by
allowing them to easily and quickly
derive objective information and
share knowledge based on all environmentally sensitive domains. The

UK Forestry
Commission
signs framework
agreement with
Infoterra
UK: Infoterra Ltd, geo-spatial products and services
provider, has been named
preferred supplier in a
framework agreement with
the Forestry Commission to
provide a highly accurate
and detailed digital map of
woodland cover across
Scotland, England and
Wales. The agreement provides for Infoterra to con-
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use of high-speed networks
(GÉANT) and the experimentation
of new technologies, like BitTorrent,
will also contribute to better services for the Earth Science communities.
Initially, four specific applications in the land, atmosphere and
marine domains have been selected, including:
• Near real time ortho-rectification for
agricultural crops monitoring
• Urban area mapping in support of
emergency response
• Data assimilation in GlobModel,
addressing major environmental and
health issues in Europe, with a particular focus on air quality
• SeaDataNet to aid environmental
assessments and to forecast the physical state of the oceans in near real
time.
• Other applications will complement
this during the second half of the project.

tribute to two research projects being undertaken by
the Commission. One is the
update of its National
Inventory of Woodland and
Trees (NIWT), which quantifies and locates the woodland resource across all
three countries; the other
will be used in Forestry
Commission
Scotland's
Native Woodland Survey.
Infoterra team will provide a digital map of more
than 2 million hectares of
woodland. This map will
give the Forestry Commis-

GENESI-DR also aims to develop
common approa-ches to preserve
the historical archives and the ability to access the derived user information as both software and hardware transformations occur. Ensuring access to Earth Science data for
future generations is of utmost
importance because it allows for the
continuity of knowledge generation
improvement. GENESI-DR will work
towards harmonising operations
and applying approved standards,
policies and interfaces at key Earth
Science data repositories. To help
with this undertaking, GENESI-DR
will establish links with the relevant organisations and programmes such as space agencies,
institutional environmental programmes, international Earth Science programmes and standardisation bodies.

sion an accurate understanding of woodland coverage where, what type and
how
much
woodland
exists.

Somerset villages bid
to be wiped off SatNav maps
UK:

Highway authority
announced proposals to
stop satellite navigation
systems directing heavy
traffic through rural villages. Somerset County
Council planners say the hitech systems could be

Sat-Nav wrongly guides heavy vehicles

reprogrammed to reduce
the volume of heavy-duty
trucks clogging up narrow
country high streets. The
proposals come after campaigners in Wedmore called
for their village to be
"wiped off the map" following a sharp increase in traf-
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fic due to increased number
of sat-nav devices in such
vehicles.

Landsat 5
satellite back in
action
USA: Landsat 5 is once
again collecting and downlinking land-image data.
The satellite was temporarily taken out of service in
October 2007 following a
cell failure within one of
the satellite's two operating
on-board batteries. USGS
Flight Operations Team ‘s
solution was to reconfigure

LandSat 5

and align Landsat 5's image
acquisition schedule and to
rely more on direct power
from its solar array.
In an effort to ensure the
continuation and improvement of global and National land imaging products
and services to its users
beyond the life of Landsat 5
and Landsat 7, the President
recently announced a new
budget initiative to create
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the National Land Imaging
Program (NLIP) in the
Department of the Interior.
NLIP will be responsible
for the deployment and
operation of future U.S.owned, civil operational
land imaging satellites and
ground system assets and
will be directed to facilitate
the development and promotion of future land imaging technologies, applications and services to support the growing number of
users.

Fugro EarthData to
provide new base
mapping in Georgia
USA: Fugro EarthData, Inc.,
will acquire color airborne
imagery at a 6-inch pixel
resolution over Effingham
and Chatham Counties in
Southeast Georgia.
Fugro EarthData is using
its signature all-digital
approach based on Leica
ADS40 digital imagery
combined with its Pixel
FactoryTM mapping system to produce the
orthophoto base maps. The
project also calls for planimetric updates to include
collection of building footprints and roads, as well as
hydrographic features.

Next-gen WorldView-2
satellite employs ITT
imaging payload
USA: ITT Corp.'s Space Systems Division has shipped
the next-generation commercial imaging payload
for DigitalGlobe's World-
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wildlife biodiversity in correlation
with patterns of emerging diseases,
the researchers were able to show
definitive proof that the number of
emerging diseases is increasing.
They cite zoonoses, diseases that
originate in animals, as the primary
problem and conclude these are the
Zoonotic pathogens passed from wildlife to humans. From lowest occurrence (green) to highest (red). Credit: Nature.

USA: Scientists from four institutions say the next major disease
like HIV/AIDS or SARS could occur
in any of a number of developing
countries concentrated along the
equator. They encourage increased
surveillance to prevent the spread
of a potential outbreak. Using global databases and sophisticated
computer models to analyze patterns of emerging diseases, the
researchers- from the Consortium

View-2 commercial remote
sensing satellite.
ITT's
contribution
includes the design and
manufacture of the electrooptical assembly (camera
and telescope), the detectors and focal plane assembly, as well as high-speed
digital processing electronics. Once deployed, the
imaging system will take
pan-sharpened, multispectral images of the earth
with better than 0.5-meter
resolution from almost 500
miles above the Earth.

Mapping the
Wind
USA: 3TIER, a Seattle-based
firm, announced the global
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Emerging Diseases Hotspots Map!
for Conservation Medicine (CCM) at
Wildlife Trust, N.Y., the Institute of
Zoology, London, U.K., Columbia
University, N.Y., and the University
of Georgia, Athens, Ga. - are able to
plot, map and predict where the
next pandemic might occur.
By analyzing global patterns in
human population density, population changes, latitude, rainfall and

most current and important threat
to humans.
The scientists analyzed 335 incidents of previous disease emergence and were able to identify the
regions where future diseases were
most likely to occur. They plotted
the results on a global, "Emerging
Disease Hotspots" map.

Island Institute
receives NOAA
Excellence Award
Wind Map of the World

map
of
wind-power
resources. This first map is
free to the public; later,
more detailed maps and
number-crunching will be
for sale to the industry.
Better information on
exactly where, when, and
how strong the wind
blows will help promote
wind power, especially in
developing parts of the
world which haven't been
charted as meticulously as
the U.S. or Europe.

USA: Island Institute has
received a NOAA Excellence
Award for Coastal and
Ocean Resource Management. Since its creation by
President Philip Conkling in
1983, the Island Institute
has worked to ensure the
long-term sustainability of
Maine's year-round island
and coastal communities
by both focusing on the
communities themselves
and creating awareness of
the unique challenges they
face. Institute publications
such as The Working
Waterfront, Inter-Island
News, and Island Journal

keep these widespread and
disparate
communities
connected to each other
and the world. The Institute's Island Fellows Program has placed over 50
young professionals in
island communities, and
the Institute has provided
island students with over
$400,000 in scholarships.
The Institute has helped
communities obtain training and expertise in satellite imagery and GIS. In
2005, the Institute created
the first comprehensive
map of Maine's "working
waterfront" revealing that
only about 20 miles of such
access remain along the
5,300-mile coast.
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News: Business
Luciad signs
important deal with
Belgocontrol
Belgium: Luciad, software
provider for visualization of
geospatial information, has
signed a deal with Belgocontrol to build the organization's Adva-nced Track
Visualization System. The
new solution will enable
Belgocontrol decision makers to analyze air traffic
data in an efficient and
accurate manner.
Belgocontrol, the autonomous public company in
charge of air traffic safety
in the civil airspace governed by the Belgian State,
is faced with the ever

increasing complexity of air
traffic. In particular for the
area around Brussels Airport, the company needed a
performant solution to analyze air traffic with respect
to safety, efficiency and the
environment.
LuciadMap software platform for ATC/ATM, provided Belgocontrol's requirements to build a high performance information solution in the shortest possible
timeframe. Luciad's technology and its expertise in
Air Traffic Management
were the main reasons for
selecting the LuciadMap
solution.
The
LuciadMap-based

1

Advanced Track Visualization System has an intuitive, highly interactive
graphical user interface
that will allow the operator
to have online access to all
relevant data, monitor
flights in near real-time,
playback recorded flights,
analyze performance and
visualize possible incidents.

GEOSYSTEMS
France partners
with Definiens
Germany: Definiens, Enterprise Image Intelligence
company announced that it
has teamed up with
GEOSYSTEMS France SARL,
provider of remote sensing,

2

photogrammetry, 3D visualisation and spatial data
management
software
solutions and services.
Under the terms of this
partner
agreement,
GEOSYSTEMS
France
becomes an authorized
reseller of Definiens technology and will distribute
the Definiens Enterprise
Image Intelligence Suite in
France and in Frenchspeaking African countries.

Geokosmos and
TerraImaging sign
strategic co-operation
agreement
Russia: GEOKOSMOS annothat they have

unced

Matthew O'Connell and Jill Smith elected on USGIF's Board of Directors
USA: The United States Geospatial
O'Connell has more than twenty
Intelligence Foundation (USGIF)
years of experience in communicaannounced the election of two new
tions management and finance. He
directors to its board. Matthew M.
came to the commercial remote
O'Connell, CEO, President and
sensing industry in 2001 as CEO of
director of GeoEye, and Jill Smith,
GeoEye's predecessor, Orbimage.
CEO of DigitalGlobe, were
elected as new members of
the board.
"The addition of Jill Smith and
Matt O'Connell to the USGIF
board brings a wealth of knowledge in the commercial imagery
sector and also best practices in
business from their wide-rangMatthew O’Connell
Jill Smith
ing experiences in finance,
strategic management and
brand development," said Stu Shea,
Deloitte named GeoEye as one of
USGIF chairman and CEO.
the Virginia Technology Fast 50
"They are great assets to USGIF and
companies, ranking the company
the community, and we are pleased
No. 12. In January, O'Connell was
they are now helping set the direcappointed by the Department of the
tion of the community," added Shea.
Interior to serve on its National
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Geospatial Advisory Committee.
Smith came to DigitalGlobe in
November 2005 with experience
leading commercial technology
companies in the Internet, software
and electronic publishing markets.
She was previously president
and CEO of eDial, a collaboration
software company she successfully repositioned and helped
grow, culminating in eDial's
acquisition by Alcatel. Before
that, she was COO of Micron
Electronics Inc., a $1.5 billion
direct PC manufacturer and marketer.
After completing their terms
of service, Jack Dangermond, President of ESRI, and Dr. Michael F.
Goodchild, Professor of Geography
at the University of California Santa
Barbara, were elected to the honorary status of Emeritus Directors.
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entered into a strategic
cooperation
with
the
Dutch-based company TerraImaging B.V. GEOKOSMOS, a topographical survey company in Russia and
CIS, and TerraImaging,
based in the west European
market expect mutual benefits and synergies from
their partnership. Under
the terms of the agreement
GEOKOSMOS takes a shareholding in TerraImaging
and provides LiDAR and
Digital Camera systems to
TerraImaging. TerraImaging acquires and executes
projects in the field of Laser
scanning, digital camera
projects, innovative value
adding and 3D-Data products by using its contacts,
know-how and the existing
international network.

Infoterra Group
expands into
Spain
Spain: Astrium announced
that it has entered into a
joint-venture with the Cartographic Institute of Catalonia (ICC), the Catalan
official mapping agency,
and Hisdesat, a space services provider, to create
Infoterra Servicios de
Geoinformación
SA
(Infoterra SGSA).
Infoterra SGSA will form
part of the Infoterra Group,
provider of geo-information products and services
based on Earth observation
data. The new company
will expand an already
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strong European organisation present in France, Germany, the United Kingdom
and Hungary. The company
will be the exclusive distributor of TerraSAR-X high
resolution radar data for
the
Spanish
market.
Infoterra SGSA will also
develop GMES (Global Monitoring for Environment
and Security) services,
applications for agri-environment and defence &
security, and support international mapping projects.

Bentley appoints
Edward Mueller
as Chief
Marketing Officer
USA: Bentley Systems,
Incorporated announced
the appointment of Edward
Mueller to the position of
chief marketing officer. In
this capacity, Mueller will
develop and manage corporate and product marketing
strategies and programs for
Bentley's comprehensive
portfolio of software and
services. Before joining
Bentley, Mueller served as
chief marketing officer for
Everdream Corporation, an
on-demand desktop management systems that was
recently acquired by Dell
Computer.

Global Relief
Technologies names
Mark Jadkowski VP
GIS R&D
USA: Global Relief Technologies (GRT) announced

2

Tele Atlas selected to deliver
map data for USGS
USA: Tele Atlas, provider of digital maps and dynamic
content for navigation and location-based solutions, and
the United States Geological Survey (USGS), the nation's
largest water, earth and biological science and civilian
mapping agency, announced an agreement whereby the
USGS will leverage Tele Atlas digital map data to help
develop internal USGS mapping operations solutions
and for use within the USGS Web Locator application for
the display of maps and geocoded addresses.
Through this agreement, the USGS will deliver Webbased 1:24,000-scale maps containing the U.S. National
Grid in conjunction with Tele Atlas map data, to support
the efforts of the USGS serving the emergency and first
responder communities. All USGS products will continue
be modeled on the traditional 7.5-minute topographic
maps and designed for mainstream digital map users.

the addition of Mark A. Jadkowski, as its Vice President
of GIS Research and Product
Development. Dr. Jadkowski will oversee the development, implementation and
maintenance of GRT's GIS
technology. Dr. Jadkowski
will be responsible for taking the mapping and GIS
capabilities of GRT's patented Rapid Data Management
System (RDMS) software to
a higher level. Jadkowski
also will serve on the company's RDMS Product Management Committee.

National Disclosure
Authority partnership
with Digital Map
Products
USA: National Disclosure
Authority (NDA), an independent hazard disclosure

company, announced its
partnership with Digital
Map
Products
(DMP),
provider of web-based
embedded mapping and
GIS
solutions.
The
companies first began
working together in 2007
and successfully created
exclusive software that
integrates NDA's legal and
disclosure expertise with
DMP's advanced mapping
technology.
The
new
software enhances NDA's
unparalleled
disclosure
reporting by providing
state-of-the-art mapping
capabilities
allowing
heightened accuracy of
hazard location to within
inches of a client's property
line, and real time updates
of Federal, State and
local maps.
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News: PRODUCT
Optech ILRIS-3D now
compatible with
Maptek I-Site Studio
Canada: Optech Incorporated, a manufacturer of
LiDAR survey instruments,
announced that Maptek
has enabled direct file
import functionality of
ILRIS-3D open format IXF
point cloud data into their ISite Studio product. ILRIS3D is a portable, laser-based
ranging and imaging system for the commercial survey, engineering, mining
and industrial markets.
Maptek I-Site Studio
offers a range of software
tools developed specifically
for laser scan data processing. Large point datasets

1

can be efficiently intergrated, modelled and manipulated on a desktop PC or
field laptop.

GRASS 6.3.0RC5
released
Italy: A fifth release candidate of GRASS 6.3.0 is now
available. The source code
can be downloaded at
http://grass.osgeo.org/gras
s63/source/grass6.3.0RC5.tar.gz.
An initial announcement
has been drafted at
http://trac.osgeo.org/grass/
wiki/Release/6.3.0RC5News.
Key
fixes
include
improved portability for
MS-Windows (native sup-

India: GIS Development Pvt. Ltd.,
a Global Geospatial
Network
Company

port), several module fixes,
and especially the introduction of a new, Python based
portable graphical interface
which includes a new vector digitizer.

Cataloguing
space images solutions from
ScanEx
Russia: ScanEx R&D Center
announces MagicCatalog
software package that has
been created to generate
and to manipulate with
catalogues of space images,
setting up archives of
remote sensing data. This
software component is
integrated and is part of
ScanMagic software appli-

2

3

cation version 2.5 that
began to be supplied starting in 2008.
Cataloguing
(creation
and replenishment of
metadata, describing the
space images) is an integral
part of RD data archiving
(storing data in archives on
specific storage media). Cataloguing enables to systematize data, to ensure
quick retrieval of references
about the data archives
stored, to arrange for search
and selection from archives
of the data of interest per
user request.

Abaco presents
the new 3D LMIS
Spain: Abaco Srl, company

geospatial community in India and to serve as a reference
to various professionals and organisations representing
government, academia and the industry. It will also serve
as a reference document on the Indian Geospatial Community (Private and Government) and give valuable informa-

Indian Geospatial Handbook 2008 released
released the Indian
Geospatial
Handbook 2008
during the recently held Map India
2008 Conference.
This handbook is an outcome of in depth study on geospatial community in India. Being the first of its kind on Indian Geospatial Community, the handbook provides contemporary information on Geospatial Data Producing
Agencies, User Organisations, Geospatial Industry, Educational Institutions, Geospatial Policies and Associations.
The handbook is meant to provide a profile of overall
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tion on "Spatial Data", its sourcing methods, upcoming
potential of the geospatial usage amongst various user
segments and understanding the market requirement in
terms of the human resource and research required by the
industry.
The handbook provides a holistic view of the emerging,
evolving and growing geospatial industry in India and
also acts as a guidebook for future to commensurate with
the increasing demand of integrating geospatial tools in
the present functioning of the system. The handbook is
priced at Rs 15,000/- (India) per copy and at USD 500 (outside India). The book can be directly purchased from GIS
Development.
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associated
with
the
research and development
of GIS tools and applications, presented at Top-Cart
2008 the new integrated
Land Management Information System under the
name of "SITI Project",
designed to make it easier
for Central and Local
Authorities to get an integrated web-based solution
to manage Land, Urban
Units, Hydrograph and
Streets.
The solution allows
exploiting all the potential
of National Spatial Data
Infrastructures (NSDI) and
provides a concrete answer
to the EU Inspire initiative.
SITI Project tries to address
the need of real applications that have to take care
of all the NSDI stakeholders,

database index with uses in
spatial and pattern-matching applications, to its Perst
open source, object-oriented embedded database system. For developers working with Perst, the KD-Tree
expands coding efficiency
and helps make Java and
.NET data objects easier to
use in certain types of
application.
The new k-dimensional
tree or KD-Tree index adds a
structure in Perst that
stores and manipulates
point objects in a k-dimensional space by partitioning
that space. Practical uses
include computer graphics,
GIS and biometric applications such as fingerprint
matching. In addition to
their efficiency in handling
multi-dimensional data,
KD-trees are useful in "normal" applications in which
query predicates contain
various combinations of
object fields.

MapGuide Open
Source 2.0.0
released
Abaco 3D Land Information System viewer

being those technology or
people, and allowing to
"define or use" the "existing
or forthcoming" standards
and criteria.

KD-Tree support
in McObject
USA: McObject has added
support for the KD-Tree, a
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USA: MapGuide Open
Source project team has
released MapGuide Open
Source 2.0.0. Among the
many enhancements, the
main feature in this release
is the integration of Fusion;
a flexible, extensible templating system that provides the ability to separate
application presentation
from its functional components. We have also

2
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Surveyor 3D
pre-release from
General CADD

Buffer analysis in a Map Guide viewer

replaced the use of FastCGI
with the more proven ISAPI
and Apache mod technologies.

Blue Marble releases
Solaris version of
GeoCalc
USA: Blue Marble Geographics has released an
update to their flagship
developer toolkit, GeoCalc,
a coordinate conversion
engine. GeoCalc supports
over 12,000 coordinate system
transformations,
along with pre-defined linear and angular units, ellipsoids, geodetic datums and
coordinate systems.
New
Features
and
Enhancements in GeoCalc
6.3.5 include:
• Enhanced Datasource
management functionality.
Lock your base Datasource
and all custom definitions
will be added to a second,
editable XML data file.
• GeoCalc 6.3.5 now supports higher order polynomial coordinate transformations between two arbitrary
horizontal datums. Users
can now apply 2nd, 3rd, 4th,
5th and 6th order polynomial datum shifts.
• All internal dialogs have
been updated to version 4 of
Trolltech's Qt cross-platform
display libraries.

USA: General CADD
Products, Inc.
announced the prerelease of Surveyor 3D
software designed to
meet the needs of
surveyors.
Some features of
Surveyor 3D include:
• Automatically create
points, symbols, and line
work from field data or
any ASCII point file

USGS aerial images displayed in Surveyor 3D

• Create 3D surfaces
and contours based on
selected points, borders,
and breaklines
• See the drawing in 3D
with smooth shading and
light control; take snap
shots for placement in
the drawing
• Download and automatically place geo-registered USGS aerial
images or topo maps
• Automatically create
graphs showing cross
sections of 3D surfaces
• Create auto labelled
contours from legacy
drawings or imported
entities
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News: PRODUCT
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Vexcel announces the Virtual Earth Appliance
USA: Vexcel Corp., a Microsoft company, announced the availability of the
Virtual Earth Appliance. Virtual Earth
Appliance is designed to bring all the
data and functionality of the
Microsoft Virtual Earth Internet service to the offline customer. The
Microsoft Virtual Earth platform is an
integrated set of online mapping and
search services that delivers imagery,
2-D and 3-D geospatial data, and
analysis through a Web browser.
These browser-based capabilities are
now available behind a customer's
firewall, on private or classified networks, and on portable platforms.
The Virtual Earth Appliance is available as an enterprise version, with
• New Canadian Vertical
Height models are now supported.
• String formatting for Linear and Angular Units has
been improved to support
additional formats.
• The updated XML Datasource now has a full match
to the EPSG database version 6.14.

Tele Atlas to
deliver MultiNet
for Oracle Spatial
11g for North
America
USA: Tele Atlas, provider of
digital maps and dynamic
content for navigation and
location based solutions
and a Certified Partner in
the Oracle PartnerNetwork,
announced it will expand
coverage of Tele Atlas
MultiNet for Oracle Data-
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rackable servers that scale with
required storage and the number of
users, or as a laptop version with
portable, external storage for field or
vehicle use. Systems can be configured to support data from a single
city, state or region, or to include the
entire Virtual Earth global coverage.
Because the Virtual Earth Appliance
has the same API and tiling structure
as Virtual Earth, customers can integrate their own data, build custom
applications or take advantage of the
capabilities of Microsoft Corp.'s network of partner companies. As
Microsoft's geospatial subsidiary,
Vexcel provides Virtual Earth Appliance support and updates, and works

base 11g, with North America map data of the United
States and Canada, demonstrating the company's
commitment to the Oracle
community. MultiNet for
Oracle Spatial 11g will allow
Tele Atlas partners to incorporate the extensive suite
of Oracle spatial capabilities into their applications
and to speed application
deployment with pre-built
routing and geocoding
functionality. In combination with the location features in Oracle Database
11g, a wide range of applications can be deployed using
MultiNet digital map data,
ranging from automated
mapping/facilities management and GIS, to wireless location services and

Microsoft Virtual Erath available offline

with customers to design the optimal
solution based on enterprise size,
amount of data, mobility requirements, content update frequency and
performance requirements.

location-enabled Business
Intelligence. Oracle provides the industry's leading
spatial database management platform, with native
support for 3D, georaster,
and vector data; geocoding
and routing engines; and
web services. Oracle Spatial
11g enables land management, utilities, public sector
organizations, retail, insurance, finance organizations
to create the location intelligent enterprise.

TerraGo
Technologies
releases new
version of
Map2PDF
USA: TerraGo Technologies,
provider of geospatial data
distribution and collabora-

tion solutions, and Intergraph Corp., provider of
spatial information management (SIM) software,
announced the release of
Map2PDF for Intergraph's
GeoMedia Professional 6.1,
and support for international operating systems
and character sets. The new
release of Map2PDF for GeoMedia adds more than 200
new datums and projections, as well as substantial
support for European, Australian and African coordinate systems. This release
also adds support for the
Windows Vista operating
system,
non-English
Microsoft Windows operating systems, Adobe Acrobat
Distiller version 8 and
CMYK color profiles.
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A hundred thousand lives …
One commitment
How do we measure our success? It’s when we utilize
the intricacies of geo-spatial technology to enable
the farmer to manage his land better. It’s when our
sophisticated land information systems break the
barriers to smooth, efficient urban governance. It’s
when our aerial and land survey techniques open the
doors for optimum management of natural resources.
It’s when we utilize our skills in analysing spatial data
for greening wastelands.

 Integrated Land Information Systems
 Urban Planning & Management
 Utilities & Infrastructure Management
 Wasteland Management
 Watershed Management
 Natural Resource Management

It’s when we know that somewhere, sometime we
continue to touch lives to enable a better world.

Speck Systems Limited

Speck SpatialTech Limited

Spectrum Mapping, LLC

www.specksystems.com

www.speckspatialtech.com

www.spectrummapping.com

News: Companies
ESR I
ArcGIS 9.3 fully
supports SQL
Server 2008
USA: ESRI offers a complete
suite of geospatial software
solutions that can operate
as clients to SQL Server
2008. The combination of
ESRI's extensive geodata
management capabilities
and SQL Server 2008 will
provide customers with the
tools they need to seamlessly consume, use, and
extend
location-based
analysis for enterprisescale computing and Web
collaboration.

ESRI Releases
ArcGIS 9.3 Beta
USA: ESRI is currently distributing the beta version
of ArcGIS 9.3. Participants
in the beta program will
experience improved functionality and easier integration of data and services. A
highlight of ArcGIS 9.3 will
be the new JavaScript APIs
that will make it possible to
create mashups using
ArcGIS Server technology.
These APIs are included
with ArcGIS Server and let
GIS users quickly integrate,
view, and use disparate
data through standardsbased tools. Various Web
services, such as those provided via Google Maps or
Microsoft Virtual Earth, can
be combined with content
and capabilities served
from ArcGIS Server.
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Web course on
Concepts and
Methodology for
Creating Geometric
Networks
USA: ESRI's new instructorled Virtual Classroom Web
course, 'Working with Geometric Networks for Utilities' will help GIS technicians and spatial data managers learn how to create a
geometric network and
conduct analysis. Students
will learn the fundamental
concepts of geometric networks, with an emphasis
on the utility sector. They
will also be taught the components of a geometric network and the methodology
used for creating one. Class
exercises will give them the
opportunity to work with
realistic utilities data to create and edit geometric networks and perform geometric ne work analysis.

New data in
ESRI Business
Analyst Online
USA: New datasets added to
Business Analyst Online,
ESRI's Web-based business
analysis tool, enable professionals in commercial real
estate, retail, economic
development, urban planning, and public safety
organizations to conduct
even more comprehensive
market analyses with data
reports and imagery.
• Comprehensive workforce
and skills data for the United
States provides a detailed
view of local workforce pop-

1
ulations and types of labour
available by employee
demographics, skills, training, experience, and occupations.
• CrimeRisk data from
Applied Geographic Solutions (AGS) provides information about personal and
property crimes such as
murder,
rape,
robbery,
assault, burglary, larceny,
and motor vehicle theft.
• Traffic congestion data
from LandSonar includes
information for non-holiday
weekday periods by median
expected road speed conditions on interstates, major
highways, and selected
major roads in the continental United States. Public
safety officials can use this
data to determine the best
routes for emergency evacuations; economic developers, urban planners, commercial real estate staff, and
retailers need this information to define optimal sites
by traffic flow.

Michael Kim - New
Technical Support
Director, ESRI
USA: ESRI recently appointed Michael Kim to head its
Technical Support Division.
Kim comes to ESRI as a customer relationship management (CRM) and contact
center senior executive
with more than 15 years'
experience servicing Fortune 100 clients in the United States and Asia-Pacific.
He has proven executivelevel experience implementing the design of
enterprise-level CRM and
contact center infrastructures in global organizations. Kim's responsibilities
as technical support direc-

2
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tor include management of
support services operations
with the goal of maintaining and growing ESRI's customer service. Kim is also a
member of the Genesys
Executive Global CTI Advisory Board.

New ESRI
Development
Center Program
established for
Universities
USA: USA: ESRI has created a program for universities, designating particular
departments in colleges
nationwide as ESRI Development Centers (EDCs).
This status gives a qualifying department’s professors and students the ability to apply their area of
expertise in the development of ESRI’s GIS technology. This recognition will be
given to university departments that have exemplary
programs focused on educating students to design
and develop GIS applications using ESRI’s ArcGIS
Desktop or ArcGIS Server
technology.
Becoming an EDC not
only gives the department’s
GIS faculty and students
the opportunity to develop
applications and extensions beyond the current
GIS platform, but the EDC
status also gives them the
chance to receive training
in system integration and
application development
within a particular domain.
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PICTOM E RY
Pictometry
Oblique Imagery
helps Tornadostruck counties
USA: Pictometry has captured new aerial oblique
imagery of tornado-struck
areas in the South as part of
its Economic Alliance Part-

damage following a disaster scenario with no additional cost. Pictometry captured more than 140 square
miles of new imagery
immediately after the tornadoes touched down in
Mississippi on February 6
and delivered it to county
officials in Desoto County,
Mississippi and Hardin and
Shelby counties in Tennessee one week later.

Pictometry and
AAMHatch sign
Technology agreement
Rapid Response Program for Hurricane Impacted areas

nership (EAP), a program
designed by Pictometry to
help counties quickly and
accurately assess property

OGC
OGC requests public
comments on CityGML
EncodingStandard
USA: OGC is requesting
public comment on the
candidate CityGML Encoding Standard. CityGML is a
Geography Markup Language 3 (GML3) application
schema for the storage and
exchange of virtual 3D city
models. CityGML is a common information model for
the representation of 3D
urban objects. CityGML will
play an important role in
the use of Building Information Models (BIM) to
improve interoperability
among the information
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USA: USA: Pictometry International Corp., has signed a
technology agreement with
its licensee, AAMHatch of
Australia
which
will
expand the coverage area

systems used in the many
domains of activity that
involve design, construction, ownership and operation of buildings and capital projects.

OGC approves
Web Processing
Service Standard
USA: The members of OGC
have approved version 1.0
of the OpenGIS Web Processing Service (WPS) Interface Standard. The WPS
standard defines an interface that facilitates the
publishing of geospatial
processes and makes it easier to write software clients
that can discover and bind
to those processes. Process-

for Pictometry's patented
image capture process into
12 countries. Under the
agreement, AAMHatch has
expanded its prior exclusive rights to utilize Pictometry's image capture and
processing technology and
market image libraries and
software in South Africa,
Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia, Fiji, East
Timor, Brunei, Vietnam,
Laos, and Cambodia.

Pictometry, ITT,
and Harris RF for
Phase II of RAMS
Federal Contract
USA: Pictometry along with
Rochester-based subcontractors ITT Corporation
(Space Systems Division)

es include any algorithm,
calculation or model that
operates on spatially referenced raster or vector data.
Publishing means making
available machine-readable binding information
as well as human-readable
metadata that allows service discovery and use.

OGC Chair David
Schell appointed to
US NGAC
USA: OGC announced that
David Schell, has been
appointed to a three-year
term on the recently
formed
US
National
Geospatial Advisory Committee (NGAC). The NGAC
reports to the Chair of the

2
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and Harris RF Communications, have been awarded a
Phase II contract totaling
$750,000 from the Department of Homeland Security
to create a Real Time Airborne Management System
(RAMS) for emergency scenarios. The contract is part
of SBIR (Small Business
Innovation Research), a
homeland security grant
managed by the U.S.
Department of the Interior.
The purpose of the homeland security grant is to
provide
emergency
response teams with vital
situational
awareness
information during disaster
situations in which critical
infrastructure is heavily
damaged.

Federal Geographic Data
Committee (FGDC) (Secretary of the Interior or
designee) and provides
advice and recommendations related to management of federal and national geospatial programs, the
development of the NSDI
(National Spatial Data
Infrastructure), and the
implementation of Office of
Management and Budget
Circular A-16 and Executive
Order 12906. The Committee reviews and comments
upon geospatial policy and
management issues and
provides a forum to convey
views representative of
non-federal stakeholders in
the geospatial community.
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News: Companies
LE ICA
LGGI releases
RedSpider
Enterprise 3.5.2
USA: RedSpider Enterprise
3.5.2 has been released with
many enhancements and
has increased its compliance with the OGC/ISO
standards.

Beta release of ER
Viewer 7.2
USA: ER Viewer now features interactive roaming
and zooming of very large
JPEG 2000 and ECW files, as
well as the ability to read
most other common file
types. It includes features
such as support for
Microsoft Vista and ECWP
application protocol.

ERDAS Imagine
9.2 released
USA: ERDAS IMAGINE 9.2
now includes IMAGINE
Subpixel Classification and
swift and accurate image
segmentation tools in
IMAGINE
Professional.
ERDAS IMAGINE 9.2 also
supports BigTIFF, efficiently
reading and writing this
file format.

Leica Cyclone
VIEWER Pro
USA: Leica Cyclone VIEWER
Pro includes a set of features for full 3D visualization, markup, measurement, and data exchange of
laser scan data for new,
casual, or single-task users.
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LGGI Expands channel
in Africa with
Geosystems France
S.A.R.L
USA: Geosystems France
S.A.R.L. is now a master distributor for French speaking Africa, effective March
1, 2008. The master distributor for this entire region,
Geosystems France will
have a special focus on
Tunisia, Morocco and Algeria. Headquartered in Paris,
Geosystems France has
been an authorized Leica
Geosystems reseller in
France since 2006. Specializing in remote sensing,
digital photogrammetry
and
3D
applications,
Geosystems France will be
handling Leica Geosystems'
entire product portfolio for
this region. Committed to
supporting users in France
and French speaking countries, Geosystems France
offers local sales and support, including technical
support, individual training, software customization and project consulting.

Leica Geosystems
Geospatial Imaging
expands channel with
Data Design
USA: Data Design is now an
authorized distributor of
Leica Geosystems' solutions
to customers in southern
Africa. Headquartered in
Cape Town, South Africa,
Data Design specializes in
reselling a broad range of

1

geospatial solutions, instruments and services, including those of IKONOS, OrbView, RadarSat and Aster.
Effective January 1, 2008,
Data Design now also handles Leica Geosystems'
entire product portfolio.
Data Design will provide
local sales and support,
including technical support, individual training,
software
customization
and project consulting for
Leica Geosystems' customers in southern Africa,
Uganda, Nigeria, Mauritius,
Seychelles and Madagascar.

2

3

AVEVA NET portal
integrates with Leica
TruView
USA: AVEVA and Leica
Geosystems HDS jointly
announced at the SPAR
2008
conference
the
integration of direct access
to Leica TruView laser scan
file sets and software
within the AVEVA NET Portal. This integration now
lets AVEVA NET Portal users
freely and easily view,
measure and markup
as-built laser scan images
in addition to providing

Hexagon
acquires leading
distribution
company in
Spain
Sweden: Hexagon has
acquired all outstanding
shares of the Spanish company Santiago & Cintra
Ibérica S.A. Santiago & Cintra is a distributor and service provider for positioning
solutions in applications
such as geomatics, GIS &
mapping, and machine
control for agriculture and
construction. The company
currently has 48 employees
operating out of the headquarters in Madrid and
three sales offices in Valencia, Barcelona and Seville. .
The company will be fully
consolidated as of 1 March
2008 and will immediately
contribute to Hexagon's
earnings.

Leica TruView viewer

users simultaneous access
to 3D models, schematics,
documents and data from
any application in context,
with full intelligence,
without needing the original source applications.
Free
Leica
TruView
software provides users
with intuitive way of
locating specific laser scan
images
and
viewing,
measuring and marking up
these images. Leica TruView lets users view
full-dome, panoramic laser
scans of sites as if he or she
were standing where the
scanner was.
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Location
NEW RELEASES

Garmin enters
the mobile
phone market
Garmin surprised the cellphone industry on 30th
January by announcing its
entrance into the mobile

Garmin’s nüvifone

phone market with the
nüvifone, an all-in-one,
sleek and slim, touchscreen
device that combines a premium phone, mobile webbrowser, and personal navigator. The nüvifone is a
work of art in features,
design and functionality
and is destined to transform how individuals con-

nect, communicate and
navigate their life.

Skyhook Wireless
launches MyLoki
Skyhook Wireless has
released MyLoki™, a location sharing service that
feeds the Loki location to
personal blogs, social networking sites (e.g. Facebook) and location directories (e.g. Fire Eagle).

• TomTom showcased its new IQ
Routes technology, which takes into
account average road speeds based
on real measurements collected by
TomTom users, resulting in faster
routes and more accurate travel time
prediction.
• Garmin was showing its Mobile PC
solution, which consists of navigation
software and the Garmin GPS 20x
sensor with USB connection. Garmin
also launched the low-end nüvi 2x5
product range offering photo navigation and dynamic MSN content.
• Mio released three automobile navigation systems making up the Mio
Moov series. Main upgrades common
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Report
• 2.2 million cars in Europe have a
telematics device - Berg Insight
• North American telematics market to
hit $6.47B by 2013 - Frost & Sullivan
• Garmin GPS dominates US
consumer space with 56 percent of
the market for GPS navigation and
corporate market with 58 percent ChangeWave
• GPS - Handset wholesale
prices to drop under $200 by

2010 - ABI Research
• Global mobile navigation device shipments hit 39 million in 2007 - Canalys
• Deployment of GPS-based location
enabled technology reduces overtime
costs on an average by 13.4% Aberdeen Group
• Worldwide LBS subscriber base to
grow 168% in 2008 while revenue to
grow by 169 percent - Gartner Inc.

processor, and PowerVR
MVED1
video
encode/decode accelerator.

It is available as an integrated part of the latest version of TomTom Home, its
desktop software for its
PNDs, for both PC and Mac.

CoPilot® Truck 11, a GPS
navigation and trip planning solution that runs on
Windows® based laptop
computers. CoPilot Truck 11
is completely redesigned
with step-by-step address
entry, 2D and 3D map
views.

Fire Eagle

SiRF unveils multimedia
SiRFprima
ALK Technologies
The SiRFprima platform launches CoPilot
Yahoo launches
includes a multifunction Truck 11
processor comprising an
ARM11 core, a GPS/Galileo
receiver, and a digital signal
processor (DSP). It also
includes hardware-accelerated 3D graphics and multimedia encoding and decoding engines based on the
gaming-grade
PowerVR
MBX 3D graphics accelerator core, vertex geometry

Navitation highlights at CeBIT 2008
Navigation was one of the main themes
of CeBIT 2008 (4-9 March, Hanover
Germany) with all major navigation
players concentrated in two halls.

2

to all include MioMore software that
allows moving points of interest back
and forth between a computer
• Magellan has unveiled three new
additions to its RoadMate series of
personal navigation devices (PNDs),
bringing wide screens and live traffic
updates to this entry-level line of products.
• NAVIGON showcased its FreshMaps
service, which provides up to twelve
downloadable map and POI upgrades
over a three-year period.
• u-blox demonstrated how its hybrid
GPS/Galileo receiver could track the
(only) Galileo satellite while it was
passing over CeBIT.
• The trend of integrating DVB-T
mobile TV into PNDs was confirmed
by products from Globalsat

SecuStar's unveils
PositionTracer
SecurStar has unveiled
PositionTracer for GPSenabled mobile phones,
which enables satelliteexact live tracking - precise
to a few metres - of people
and assets.

TomTom
introduces PND
content-sharing
system
Content-sharing platform
allows users to download,
upload, and share navigation content with other
users at no additional cost.

Trying to take a slice of the
location-based
services
market, Yahoo launched a
new service called Fire
Eagle meant to be a location
broker that collects location
information from a variety
of services and devices and
makes them available to
other platforms.

BUSINESS

NAVTEQ announces
agreement with
Telefónica
NAVTEQ has announced an
agreement with Telefónica
to co-operate on the innovation of new mobile traffic
products for European markets. This relationship is a
milestone in the first phase
of NAVTEQ Traffic™ presence in Europe, and the first
European consumer products, which will be for the
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Barcelona and Madrid markets, are scheduled for
relase this year.

Road Group
acquires majority
stake in Geotate
Road Group Holding has
purchased a controlling
interest in NXP's Location
Technologies Unit, Geotate,
which will be added to the
growing portfolio of independently operating companies within Road Group.

Mio, Qualcomm
announces
collaboration
The collaboration was
announced to develop connected personal navigation
devices (PNDs). These new
connected PNDs will leverage Qualcomm's technology with the QST1100 chipset
that integrates application
processing, GPS and cellular
connectivity (UMTS).

Nokia, WaveMarket
sign worldwide OEM
agreement for LBS
Nokia and WaveMarket
have signed an agreement
to offer location-based
tracking services to carriers
worldwide. This OEM and
reseller agreement will
bring WaveMarket's entire
product suite to Nokia customers worldwide. Nokia
will also integrate WaveMarket's patented WaveAlert technology into its
iGMLC network infrastructure.
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Microsoft selects Tele
Atlas for web, mobile
apps in North America
Tele Atlas has signed an
agreement to extend its
relationship with Microsoft
Corporation to power its
mapping and location platform services. Through the
agreement, Microsoft products Live Search Maps, Virtual Earth and Microsoft
Streets & Trips will rely on
Tele Atlas digital maps and
content, including points of
interest (POIs) such as
hotels, gas stations and
restaurants, for the United
States and Canada.

US FY09 budget
proposes $1.2b for
GPS Program
US Fiscal Year 2009 (FY09)
budget proposes an allocation of nearly $1.2 billion
dollars for GPS operations.
If approved, the budget
would support continued
development of the GPS III
satellite program with a
first launch in FY14.

APPOINTMENTS

Wayfinder announces
Jon Risfelt as new
Chairman of the
Board

Jon Risfelt

Jon Risfelt,
former CEO
for Europolitan
and
Vodafone,
Sweden, has
been elected

2

Releases at Mobile World Congress
Qualcomm launches new chipsets for mobile devices
Qualcomm has announced a family of three new chipset solutions,
QST1000™, QST1100™ and QST1105™, designed to power the next evolutions of mobile consumer devices with capabilities including wireless connectivity; multi-mode GPS positioning; a high-performance applications
processor; support for broadcast mobile TV; and multimedia.

Sony Ericsson launches two A-GPS-enabled phones
Sony Ericsson has launched two phones with GPS embedded: the C702 and
the Cybershot W760. The C702 is a dust/splash resistant model with
Wayfinder installed (three months free) for navigation, Google maps for
mobile, and low-end 3D games. The Cybershot W760 features a good quality camera and enables geo-sorting and tagging of photos taken on the
phone and sent to an online server.

Webraska launches 1st hybrid GPS navigation worldwide
Webraska has announced the launch of the "hybrid" GPS navigation, simultaneously operational in on-board and off-board mode.

CSR's eGPS technology has arrived
CSR has successfully integrated GPS with cellular measurements to create
eGPS® (enhanced GPS) technology capable of providing accurate position
information on demand in all environments. CSR's location technologies are
now proven to provide significant power and performance improvements
necessary for embedding into a mobile handset.

NAVTEQ launches city guides worldwide
NAVTEQ launches NAVTEQ Discover Cities™ globally; launches Map Network® maps & content solutions in Europe, and secures PTV data for
NAVTEQ Traffic Patterns™ in Germany.

Wayfinder enables Facebook friends to share routes
Wayfinder Navigator and Wayfinder Earth users can now collect, publish and
share their locations and routes to their selected friends directly from their
mobile phones, and let other people to see locations and routes on their PCs
by using Google Earth, Microsoft Virtual Earth or Facebook.

Tele Atlas unveils pedestrian maps
Tele Atlas is targeting the growing market for pedestrian services with attributes designed to help mobile consumers better navigate, route and explore
the places they're visiting. Tele Atlas maps featuring pedestrian-specific
attributes are already available for eighteen countries (117 cities) in Europe.

as new board member and
chairman of the board of
mobile navigation provider
Wayfinder Systems AB.

Telogis names
former Novell
CEO as Chairman
GPS-based LBS provider Telogis Inc. has named Jack L.
Messman as a director and
chairman of its board.
Mr. Messman most recently

served as
Chairman
and CEO of
Novell, Inc.,
an infraJack L. Messman
structure
software company. Messman also serves on the
boards of Radio Shack Corp.,
Safeguard Scientifics Inc.,
Timminco Ltd., and AMG
Advanced Metallurgical
Group N.V.
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Outlook

Blurring the Lines between Spatial and
The Convergence of Construction, Engineering, Geospatial, a

T

be either replaced or retrofitted to

he world's construction indus-

minimize environmental impact while

Declining Productivity

try's annual spend is estimated

at the same time yield a respectable

Statistics published by US Bureau of

to

financial return on investment.

Labor Statistics show that in the last 40

be

US$2.3

trillion

in

years while non-farm productivity has

2006/2007. According to research firm Proleads the value of Gulf construction proj-

Aging infrastructure

increased by over 200% productivity in

ects is estimated at US$2.4 trillion.

In the US, the Federal Highway Admin-

the construction industry has actually

The world's construction industry is

istration (FHwA) reports that outdated

declined (Fig. 2). In the context of the

facing serious challenges including

and substandard road and bridge

challenges already mentioned, this is

global climate change, aging infra-

design, pavement conditions, and safe-

creating a crisis for the construction

structure, a shrinking workforce, and

ty features are factors in 30% of all fatal

industry. The utility industry is facing

declining productivity. One of the

highway accidents. The ASCE estimates

not only a shrinking workforce, but also

major challenges is the lack of invest-

that motor vehicle crashes cost U.S. citi-

a loss of knowledge and experience as

ment in R&D that has historically dif-

zens $230 billion per year, or $819 for

experienced workers retire and the

ferentiated construction from other

each resident for medical costs; lost

industry is unable to attract younger

industries. To enable architects, engi-

productivity; travel delay; and work-

personnel to replace them. In the utility

neers, construction firms, and owners

place, insurance and legal costs. The

industry the average age of the work-

and operators of buildings and infra-

ASCE estimates that a total investment

force is close to 50.

structure to address these challenges,

of $1.6 trillion over five years is required

the construction industry is investing

to bring US infrastructure to good con-

Islands of Information

in new technologies such as model-

dition.

Traditionally disciplines such as architecture, structural engineering, con-

driven design, geospatial enabling, and

Shrinking workforce

struction, civil engineering, and GIS

In the US a Conference Board study pre-

represent classic information silos.

dicted that by 2010, the number of

Each has maintained its own informa-

workers aged 35 to 44 will decline by

tion island comprised of design applica-

19%; the number of workers aged 45 to

tions and data. CAD/BIM desktop appli-

Global Climate Change

54 will increase 21%; and the number of

cations are the source of most of the

The share of Americans calling global

workers aged 55 to 64 will increase 52%.

precision design data about the world's

warming the most important environ-

This is a world-wide phenomenon (Fig.

infrastructure data including buildings,

mental issue rose from 11% in 2003 to

1). A report prepared in 2004 by the U.S.

roads and highways, pipelines, utility

35% in 2006. In the US alone, buildings

Department of Labor (DOL), reported

and telecommunications networks. In

account for 39% of total energy use,

that "industry leaders noted that the

organizations responsible for infra-

68% of total electricity consumption,

construction industry is experiencing a

structure, precision design information

and 38% of total carbon dioxide emis-

shortage of workers. This current short-

is critical for operations and mainte-

sions. Many of our existing buildings

age is complicated by two trends: the

nance, but the flow of this essential

and infrastructure are going to have to

growth of the industry, and the retire-

information between groups within

3D simulation.

C HAL L E N G E S FAC I N G T H E
CONSTR UCTION I N DUSTRY
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ment of the "baby boomers."

achieve zero net carbon emissions and
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which is responsible for the IFC stan-

nd Geospatial

dard, and the OGC. This is being driven
by local government regulation, for
example, right to light, noise abatement, view protection, and wind mod-

tial, and 3D Simulation

eling requirements, and by green building objectives such as maximizing open
Fig 1

space, reducing impervious cover,

the organization is typically paperbased and inefficient. National Insti-

the costs of design and construction for

tute of Standards and Technology

new structures, but also significantly

(NIST) estimated that poor interoper-

reduce the downstream costs associat-

ability (including design, engineering,

ed with operation and maintenance.

facilities management, and business
processes software systems and redun-

Geospatial Enabling

dant paper records management across

One of the most important trends in IT

the entire facility life-cycle) cost the US

in the last five years is geospatial

capital facilities industry $15.8 billion in

enabling. Search engines from Google,

2002.

Microsoft, Yahoo, and others incorpo-

reducing heat islands, reducing light

rate geospatial technology. Most of the

pollution, reducing energy use, whole

major relational databases including

building energy simulation, renewable

Oracle, DB2, Informix, PostGIS/Post-

energy systems, and daylight simula-

greSQL, MySQL, and soon Microsoft SQL

tion required for LEED certification.

NEW DESIGN TECHNOLOGIES
To enable architects, engineers, and
owners and operators of buildings and
infrastructure to address these challenges, leading members of the construction industry are investing in new
technologies such as model-driven
design, geospatial enabling, and 3D
simulation technologies. The business
drivers for these transformative technology advances are productivity and
efficiency in the construction and facilities management industry.

Fig 2

Server incorporate spatial data types.
Computers, automobiles, and cell

3D Simulation

phones now incorporate GPS technolo-

3D

gy. Geospatial is also becoming a key

architects to design and experience a

dimension of engineering and architec-

building or highway before it is built.

tural design (Fig. 3).

Often referred to as digital prototyping,

simulation

technology

allows

Architectural and engineering design

3D simulation relies on many of the

is fundamentally spatial. The only real

same 3D visualization and simulation

line between spatial meaning engi-

technologies underlying computer

neering and geospatial is the type of

games, and allows architects and engi-

coordinate system used. Most CAD

neers to convey their designs more

Model Driven Design

applications are now

Traditional CAD drawings lack intelli-

able to support real

gence because they are designed to pro-

world coordinate sys-

duce a paper drawing. Model-driven

tems. In addition the

design makes it possible to create an

Industry Foundation

intelligent representation of real world

Classes developed and

object such as a building or infrastruc-

maintained by the IAI

ture. In architectural design this is

are also being geospa-

referred to as building information

tially enabled as a

modeling or BIM, and many people in

result of an alliance

the industry, such as the US GSA, are

formed several years

convinced that BIMs not only reduce

ago between the IAI,
Fig 3
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Develop BIM Model - HVAC

Develop BIM Model - Electrical

Fig 4

Fig 5

Fig 6

Fig 7

Fig 8

Fig 9

effectively, reduces the risk of major

was a very tight timeframe for com-

lation (Fig. 6) to identify and reduce

modifications to built structures, and

pleting the structure and removing

heat island, to run daylight simulations

enables optimization of buildings and

construction cranes and Henderson

for daylight within the building and to

infrastructure for their full life-cycle

could not afford a delay in their sched-

model the external space around the

including operations and maintenance.

ule. In addition Henderson had an eco-

building to optimize green space out-

objective, that the building would be

side of the building. In this example the

Convergence

LEED certified. Construction has been

combination of these technologies

Convergence provides a framework of

called the only industry that creates a

enabled Henderson to complete the

interoperability across the lifecycle of

full-scale prototype. A major source of

World Financial Center in an eco-

building and infrastructure investment

construction delays is what are called

friendly way on schedule and on budg-

involving design, construction, and

clashes, conflicts between different

et. This is a practical example of how

operation and enables seamless access

sub-system designs such as heating

modern architectural and engineering

to architectural, engineering design,

and ventilation and plumbing and

design technologies driven by chal-

and geospatial data inside, outside, and

drainage that requires redesign after

lenges such as tight schedules and eco-

under a facility.

construction has begun. To reduce the

friendly requirements are impacting

risk of this type of delay occurring dur-

how building are designed & built.

N EW DESIG N
TECH NOLOG I ES APPLI E D
At Autodesk University last year, David
Yau of Henderson Land reported on a
successful project that illustrates the
importance of convergence in the construction industry. Henderson developed a twin 24 four story tower building called the World Financial Centre in
downtown Beijing (Fig. 4, 5). Because of
the imminent Beijing Olympics there
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Thermal Flow Simulations
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ing construction, Henderson created
BIM models of the key building systems
including structural, heating and ventilation, fire services, electrical, plumbing
and drainage, and used a BIM application to detect and correct clashes (to
within a millimeter) during the design
phase.
Henderson also had to model the outside environment surrounding the
building to create a thermal flow simu-

U R BAN SI M U LATION
But convergence is also enabling us to
realize what Roger Tomlinson, often
referred to as the Father of GIS, foresaw
in 1975, being able to simulate " a model
of the earth on a computer that functions like the earth, including all people, places, things and processes... we've
got a tool that allows us describe the
world with much greater facility than

APRIL 2008

we ever have before." In oth-

used to analyze the impact of

er words by integrating

a building on a utility net-

architectural and engineer-

work, how the building will

ing design, geospatial, and

shade the surrounding area

aerial

underground

at different times of the day

infrastructure data in an

and

and year, how much day-

interactive 3D visualization

light will be available in inte-

environment we are now

rior spaces at different times

able to simulate an entire

of the day and of the year,

city.

how noise from a nearby

The data that is required for

sports stadium will impact

a seamless view of an urban

residents of the building, and

environment already exists

how the building will affect

in precision digital form, in

traffic patterns.

the form of CAD drawing

The ability to simulate

files, BIM models, utility and

entire urban environments

telecommunication network

has implications for urban

infrastructure

databases,

planners including the abili-

and geospatial data (Fig. 7, 8).

ty to simulate urban redevel-

The objective is to re-use the

opment projects, 3D zoning,

precision data that was cre-

for example, view protection

ated when a facility is

(view cones and view corri-

designed. This involves inte-

dors), noise abatement, right

grating precision engineer-

to light, wind modelling,

ing data to deliver a precise

daylight

synthetic environment that

before you dig, as well as

can be used to simulate the

emergency planning and

inside (utilities, HVAC sys-

first response (Fig. 9).

simulation,

call

tems, furniture, elevators,

New technologies includ-

walls, doors, windows, and

ing model-driven design,

structural details), outside

geospatial-enabling, 3D sim-

(aerial utilities, full city

ulation

blocks of 3D detail, road

improving the productivity

access), and under (under-

of the construction industry.

ground water, wastewater,

But

gas, power, and telecommu-

advances will also impact

nications systems) of an

other areas benefitting from

urban environment and to

a cross-disciplinary approach

make this available in a

such as urban planning,

seamless, easy-to-use, inter-

urban redevelopment, emer-

active model familiar to digi-

gency planning, and first

tal gamers that allows the

response.

are

these

dramatically

technology

user to visualize and analyze
all aspects of the facility,
inside, outside, and underneath. For example, this type

Geoff Zeiss

of urban simulation can be

Autodesk, Inc., Canada
geoff.zeiss@autodesk.com
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Q M S

Certification

CERTIFIED

ISO 9001 : 2000

In Conversation

‘By 2009 we will reduce our c
ture" as an organizing concept for these
activities. We intentionally chose a phrase
that can be read in a number of ways in
terms of our global sustainability objectives,

Greg Bentley
CEO, Bentley Systems Inc.

which include creating infrastructure that
sustains human society (the quality and
quantity of life); creating infrastructure that
sustains the global environment; and sus-

USA

taining the infrastructure professions to
provide the brainpower to design, build, and
operate infrastructure.

Q.

As a developer of software for infra-

To the contrary, when it comes to sustain-

structure, how does Bentley

ing our growing society, the world's infra-

Is there a shortage of human

structure plays a vital role. Infrastructure

For more than 23 years, Bentley Systems

can, in fact, help us face issues such as

sions?

has had one mission: to help the users of

CO2 emissions, climate change, the avail-

Yes. Our pool of infrastructure profession-

our software create and improve the

ability of clean water and sanitation, unsafe

als is increasingly inadequate. Our users

world's infrastructure. Given the vital impor-

bridges, earthquakes, severe weather,

continue to report that finding technically

tance of the services that infrastructure

coastal flooding, hazardous waste, and

proficient engineers is a challenge as few-

provides to society, this mission is a worthy

depletion of nonrenewable resources. It is

er students enter the field. Obviously, engi-

and significant endeavor, to which we

clear to us that infrastructure - as well as

neering preparedness starts early in the

remain committed. We think of infrastruc-

the professionals around the world who

educational system with a concentration in

ture as (to borrow a software term) the

design, build, and operate it - will play a

the math, sciences, and engineering disci-

user interface between our society and the

fundamental role in successfully address-

plines. It's a challenge to not only interest

planet. Most of our daily interaction with

ing these issues.

students in these courses but maintain that

the environment is mediated by services

resources in infrastructure profes-

interest. Engineering disciplines are hard,

provided by infrastructure. This infrastruc-

Therefore, by highlighting our recognition

the courses required to complete a degree

ture includes systems that bring us potable

of these urgent issues, we have broadened

are challenging, and degrees require a

water; schools that educate our children;

the terms of our mission to "sustaining

heavier course load.

roadways that help transport people, food,

infrastructure," although this is just making

and goods; power plants and networks that

explicit what we've been doing for years.

that provide manufactured products; and
so on.

In response to this shortage, one key Bentley initiative is our BE (Bentley Empow-

generate and distribute electricity; factories

Q.

Can you explain what you mean by

ered) Careers program. The mission of the

"sustaining infrastructure?"

BE Careers Network is to help students

Bentley takes the view that creating a sus-

graduate with market-ready technology

Meeting the basic needs of current and

tainable world through infrastructure

skills. It provides programs for students,

future generations inevitably implies infra-

requires addressing three interrelated and

teachers, and schools, including free and

structure development. Yet all too often, the

complex issues: sustaining society, sustain-

discounted software licenses, training, cur-

twin objectives of being good stewards of

ing the environment, and sustaining infra-

riculum counseling, and scholarships.

the planet and developing essential infra-

structure professions.

In addition, BE Careers Network sponsors

structure are seen as being at odds with
one another.
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Q.

approach the issue of sustainabiliity?
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and supports programs that encourage
We use the phrase "sustaining infrastruc-

students to choose the courses that can
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r carbon footprint by 15%’
lead to careers as infrastructure profes-

Carbon Footprint

sionals. Among them are Future Cities India
2020 and the National Engineers Week
Future City Competition in the United
States.

Q.

What is Bentley's position on the
issue of climate change?

we announced in January of this year, is an
A Carbon Footprint is a measure of the
impact human activities have on the environment in terms of the amount of greenhouse gases produced, measured in units
of carbon dioxide.
http://www.carbonfootprint.com/carbonfootprint.html

Although society relies on its regularity and
was tantamount to all of our energy con-

civilizations perished when weather pat-

sumption at our facilities. To reduce the

terns shifted and denied them rain essen-

travel component of our carbon footprint,

tial for agriculture.

we are now minimizing our colleagues'
travel by holding "virtual" meetings with
Internet technology.

tion living in coastal areas, the effects of
climate change can have a significant

Concern with the impact of travel has also

impact. We all rely on infrastructure profes-

affected our approach to our annual user

sionals to protect us from such changes, as

conference, the BE Conference, in several

well as to mitigate the damage caused by

ways. This year, BE Conference is

more transient and dramatic forces of

designed for senior practitioners and deci-

nature, such as flooding and violent storms.

sion makers, with a focus on implementing

And to the extent the buildup of CO2 in the

best practices for sustaining infrastructure.

atmosphere is disrupting weather patterns,

Users whose priority is hands-on training

we rely to a great degree on infrastructure

will not need to attend the conference for

to minimize the emissions of "greenhouse

this sake. Rather, we are leveraging our

gas."

colleagues in regional offices to conduct
training events closer to home. And we are
Has Bentley, as a company,

providing ever more online training - avail-

ed its carbon footprint?
addresse

able at our users' desks - which requires

At the corporate level, we recognize our

no travel whatsoever.

responsibility to use resources intelligently.
With the help of consultants, we calculated
our own carbon footprint and have estab-

Q.

Has Bentley added new products to its software portfo-

lished a corporate goal of reducing our

lio specifiically designed to

2007 footprint by 15 percent by the end of

promote sustain-

2009.

ability?
Yes.

When we calculated our total energy consumption, we were surprised to find that
the energy consumed in business travel
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Sheffield, England-based provider of building services design software dedicated to
improving the energy performance of buildings. Included in its portfolio is software for
energy analysis, heating
calcula-

Some believe that well-developed ancient

Q.

excellent example. Hevacomp is a

and cooling load

stability, the climate has never been static.

Today, with so much of the world's popula-

Our acquisition of Hevacomp, Ltd., which

Part L
Part L of the Building Regulations deals
with the conservation of energy in our
homes, offices and other buildings, and it
sets high standards for architects, engineers and contractors to create a more
sustainable built environment. In nondomestic buildings, key changes that designers and contractors will have to get to
grips with are controlling solar gains, the
new requirements for energy performance
rating, and air-tightness compliance and
the commissioning and reporting that
goes with this.
http://www.bre.co.uk/page.jsp?id=702

energy consumption of the proposed

sustaining infrastructure already in use by

design across a seasonal scenario, and an

infrastructure professionals worldwide.

additional model for the same facility that

These best practices have led to optimiza-

shows energy consumption using pre-

tion of the entire infrastructure develop-

scribed "norms" of materials and tech-

ment process and to customization for

niques. The proposed design is approved

many specific applications.

only if the models show it to be at least 30
percent more energy-efficient than the

Tell us about Bentley's generative design
ware.
softw

"normal" case.

You are referring to GenerativeCompoBy adding applications to Bentley's comprehensive portfolio that will help archi-

Q.

nents, which we released as a commercial product last year. This unique

tects, engineers, and low-carbon consult-

generative design software enables archi-

ants design buildings that consume less

tects and engineers to use computational

tions, pipe and duct sizing, and electrical

energy, reduce their CO2 emissions, and

methods to pursue designs and achieve

system design and product catalogs. Heva-

cost less to operate, this acquisition

results that were virtually unthinkable

comp is at the forefront of simulation for

extends the company's commitment to

before.

building energy analyses, incorporating in

sustaining infrastructure and the environ-

its offerings software certified to perform

ment globally.

The designers can direct their creativity to

CO2 emission calculations required under
Part L of the U.K. building regulations.
Market demand for these energy analysis

deliver inspired sustainable buildings that
How does Bentley see India as a market?

Q.

are freer in form and use innovative materi-

India has a booming economy that

als and assemblies. It facilitates this by

requires much more infrastructure

allowing the quick exploration of a broad

products is growing rapidly in the U.K. due

investment to sustain. Therefore, it is a

range of "what-if" alternatives for even the

to the country's firm commitment to the

great market for Bentley, and we now have

most complex buildings.

Kyoto Protocol. The U.K. government is

more than 225 Indian colleagues working

making rigorous policy-level decisions,

out of offices in Chennai, Delhi, Hyderabad,

The software captures and exploits the crit-

which include the implementation of

Kolkata, Mumbai, and Pune. The economic

ical relationships between design intent

aggressive regulations, to reduce the coun-

return on investment in our solutions is

and geometry. Designs can be refined by

try's carbon consumption. For example, to

quite attractive to users here, including

either dynamically modeling or directly

build or substantially renovate a facility,

public-private partnerships. There is no

manipulating geometry, by applying rules

Part L compliance in the U.K. requires the

need for India to reinvent the wheel, so to

and capturing relationships among building

submission of a model that shows the

speak, as there are many best practices for

elements, or by defining complex building
forms and systems through concisely

“
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expressed algorithms.

There is no need for India
to reinvent the wheel, so to
speak, as there are many
best practices for sustaining
infrastructure already in use
by infrastructure professionals worldwide.
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To inform decisions, GenerativeComponents is integrated with building information modeling, analysis, and simulation software, providing feedback on building materials, assemblies, systems performance,
and environmental conditions to make
informed decisions. This integration also
ensures that intent becomes reality by
enabling designs to accurately and efficiently flow through to detailed production

”

and fabrication.
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Interview
Q.

What are the Autodesk's Geospatial
plans?

We have a unique perspective that we are
trying to take on the solution that we are
bringing into the market. We are trying to
focus on the telecommunications companies, utilities companies and local governments and our geospatial solution integrates design and geospatial together. We
see CAD and GIS for design and asset
management as completely and tightly
coupled and so our solutions incorporate
both, not just one or the other and that is
one of the key focus areas that we have
for Autodesk Geospatial. My group is working to make sure that we can leverage our
key capabilities within Autodesk, like our
visualisation technology, etc., to bring all of
those technologies to our customers from
all the sectors.

Q.

What are the specific plans for Asia
ecially in the InfraPacific region espe

structure market?
Infrastructure industry is growing rapidly
around the world and India and China are
key markets with respect to the sheer volume of development that is taking place or
is going to take place. This infrastructure

Lisa Campbell
Vice President, Geospatial
Solutions, Autodesk Inc.

needs to be designed and once it is built, it
has to be mapped and stored in databases
to be managed. And what we are trying to
focus on is to have a design and geo-asset
management workflow and making sure

‘We focus on providing
integrated geo-asset
management workflow system’

that we provide integrated complete system for that workflow for our customers.
Apart from the developing nations in the
Asia-Pacific region, countries like Japan
and Australia also present themselves as
great geospatial markets.

Q.
Holding a BA and an MBA degrees, Lisa has over twenty years of experience in the software
industry, with extensive knowledge of marketing and launching enterprise-software
products, developing and implementing market strategies, building brands, managing
strategic alliances and developing communications plans. At Autodesk, she drives the civil
and geospatial positioning, messaging and marketing strategy for her division.
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How are Autodesk’s products posiheir unique
tioned with respect to th

features to cater to the market needs,
when compared to other products in the
market?
We are really the only company that has
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both CAD and GIS products, which

MapGuide and 21000 downloads of FDO.

we have integrated to bring it to the

It gives us the access to all the talented

market place. Our Map 3D product involves

developers from around the world and

both, CAD and GIS; so the map is built on

makes the overall development of the

CAD and you have all the precision and

geospatial industry very exciting. We have

also you have all the capabilities of the GIS

made another donation to the open

where you can manage all your spatial data

source the 'coordinate system'. We

needs and we believe this is a critical dif-

bought this technology and donated it to

ferentiator. We have spoken to many indus-

the open source community for further

try professionals and we know that preci-

development.

“

The design
information is
an absolute critical as it has to
be used in the
GIS for decision
making

sion matters. The design information is an
absolute critical as it has to be used in the
GIS for decision making. Autodesk has
solved this problem for our customers.

Q.

What are the future plans for FDO

”

and Map Guide and Open Source in
general?
We also have a proprietary (change to

exciting. Autodesk has a development team

The other thing we are excited about

"enterprise" from proprietary) version of

that works with the open source communi-

and is unique to our company is that we

MapGuide, which provides subscription and

ty and helps them with their queries.

are the first public GEOSPATIAL

support services but it is very exciting to

software company to bring open

see how things are being developed for

source product to the market. And I am

MapGuide from the open source communi-

very excited about the donation of

ty as well. And for FDO, we constantly find

Open Source?

MapGuide and FDO. As of December we

newer and newer FDO providers in the

It made a lot of sense to put MapGuide into

have had 48000 downloads of

open source community, which is very

the open source, the reason being, web

Q.

hilosophy that goes
What is the ph
behind putting these products into

“

Technology
belongs to the
open source
community
when it is
simpler and
is being commoditised

”

mapping is being commoditised. MapServer
was out there and we realised that when
certain technologies are being commoditised and are not as complicated as certain
desktop applications, then they belong to
the open source community as they will

Convergence of GIS
and Construction Engineering
The convergence is required in CAD, BIM, GIS and Design
Visualisation for Construction Engineering. Autodesk
defines design in developing buildings that incorporates
simulation, analysis, and visualisation and at the same time
being geospatially enabled, and that is what is a complete
solution. With all the urbanisation taking place, people want
to build 3D city models and it is required, apart from making
3D building models, the need to have reference to location
and mapping. As soon as there is more than one building, it
is a geospatial problem because it is important to understand where things are located and what their perspectives
are with respect to each other.

continuously be evolved.

Q.

What are the future plans as far as

geospatial to everyday person and people

analysis and information of the real world

data format interoperability is con-

become more and more aware of the tech-

that can be optimally visualised.

cerned?

nology. This industry is no longer an isolat-

Number of formats will continue to be pro-

ed domain, it is opening up to everybody

prietary either the ones from Autodesk or

and people are beginning to understand

other vendors. And one of the reasons why

this technology. It also has a positive affect

tial industry?

we did FDO, is because it does not require

on the business in terms of revenue indi-

It is interesting to see the variations

the user to convert formats any more. It

rectly, as it is making more and more peo-

in different markets as some of them are

has native access wherein you can get

ple aware and thus helping us in expanding

going into recession and others are boom-

access to various file formats or databases

our market reach. And I think it has had an

ing. But because of globalisation,

from different FDO providers. We would

overall positive affect on the geospatial

as we have European firms managing

like people to have a homogeneous envi-

industry around the world.

infrastructure in US and Asia-Pacific firms

What will be affects of the global
economic slowdown on the geospa-

that are managing infrastructure in South

ronment irrespective of they providing different application tools. It is our goal to

These companies have spread awareness

America, though some areas may be

work closely together with other application

among the masses but it is still very impor-

affected but some areas do have money

providers that are out there.

tant that companies like ours take on a role

and resources and it should not really

in providing education in the geospatial

affect the geospatial industry. I also think,

With the mainsttream players like

domain. It is one thing to work with an

whether there is economic slowdown or

Google, Microsoft and others show-

interface that is capable of certain basic

not the basic necessities of the citizens

ing more interest in the geospatial seg-

things but it is a different matter when it

such as electricity, water, gas, housing,

ment than ever before where do you see

comes to using and implementing core

etc., in respective countries have to be

the geospatial industry heading for?

geospatial technologies. It is not just about

met and for Autodesk we see that there

I am actually very excited to see big com-

the visualisation when it comes to solutions

will always be demand for technology to

panies like that being involved. The one

that are provided by Autodesk, which is a

help provide these necessities and

good thing that I found is that it brings

complete package that provides design,

manage them more efficiently.

Q.
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0803 AAMHatch LiDAR
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11:58 AM

Page 1

Technical excellence for your
next Terrain Mapping project

AAMHatch Services:

A

LiDAR generates a wealth of spatial information
across the entire area that you are investigating.
AAMHatch works with you to transform this rich
abundance of data points into sophisticated spatial
knowledge.
This knowledge is revolutionising the way design
decisions for major projects are being made.
AAMHatch is experienced in employing LiDAR
technology throughout Asia.
Please contact one of our specialists for more
information.

Benefits of LiDAR:

B

C

•

Measure beneath tree canopies

•

No site access required

•

Dense array of data points

•

High vertical accuracy

•

Measures intensity of first and last return

•

Rapid acquisition of data

•

Measures ground and non-ground features

Benefits Asia’s Growth
Industries:

A. Flood Modelling using LiDAR B. 100 Year Flood + 4 Hours
C. 100 Year Flood + 8 Hours

•

Forestry

•

Electrical Distribution

•

Corridor Mapping

•

Water Management

•

Urban Mapping

www.aamhatch.com | info@aamhatch.com

Success Stories

CONSTRUCTION MARVELS

A

"Big Dig" has taken nearly 30 years and

segments built elsewhere, floated and

look into application of

cost some $14.6 billion, it is the most

sunk into place, welded together, and

geospatial technologies in

expensive public-works project in US

drained. This method can be consider-

the implementation of

history. It is the replacement of down-

ably cheaper than excavating through

some of the most amazing projects in the

town Boston's elevated central artery

rock and is more resistant to earth-

modern construction history

(I-93) with 8-to-10 lane underground

quake damage

highway and a bridge and improving

BOSTON'S B IG DIG

its connection with the airport.
A part of this project is the Fort Point

For this construction, most optical
surveying systems could not provide
sufficient accuracy, and traditional sur-

Reaching to a precision of 3/8 of an inch

Channel Crossing tun-

veying techniques were too slow. For

nel is the first rectan-

these reasons Trimble Real-Time Kine-

The largest urban con-

gular concrete vehicu-

matic (RTK) GPS surveying systems

struction project in

lar Immersed Tunnel

were employed.

modern history, the

Tube (ITT) project in

Using GPS increased the speed, preci-

the U.S. and the most

sion, and economy of the entire opera-

complex of its kind in

tion. It also reduced the complexity

the world. It spans

and specialization of the equipment

1,100 feet and carry 10 lanes of traffic

required. Jim Harris the project coordi-

between the Mass Turnpike (I-90)

nator says "We think we're within 3/8

extension and the Ted Williams Tun-

of an inch (of perfection) all the way

nel. An immersed tube is a kind of

around".

underwater tunnel constructed using

Trimble Marine Construction Pages

Building Hong Kong's Airport
Making it happen with Geospatial technologies
On July 6, 1998 Hong Kong opened its new international
airport 16 miles out at sea. But, first engineers had to build
not only the largest passenger terminal on earth, but a whole
new island to hold the airport, and miles of tunnels, bridges and
roadways to connect it to the mainland. Beyond this marvel was
a team of around 70 surveyors lead by the chief surveyor Ian
J. Ayson.
The initial Geological surveys were conducted in this region by
Hong Kong Geological survey in 1967-69 which was updated in
1989 and the topographical data by the Hong Kong Survey and
Mapping office in 1979-80 both the works with Leica equipment.
Survey control was provided by a network of fixed reference points
began in 1982 with Leica TC1010 total stations.
The Combination of Photogrammetry with orthophoto techniques,
DTMs, and land-information system proved itself as the best overall survey. Once every four weeks from the time of construction,
the Hong Kong Government Survey & Mapping Office, on behalf
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of the Airport Authority flew its aircraft equipped with Wild RC10A
aerial camera system, which were used to prepare topographical
data and to calculate volumes through 3D models. Applying such
technologies helped the team to complete the operations with in
team and with the allocated cost budgets.
Professional Surveyor
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TU N N E LLI NG U N DE R TH E
ALPS

IMPOSSIBLE ISLANDS

Laying foundation for Europe's
future transport
The Brenner Pass has served as a vital
alpine link between Austria and Italy
since early Roman times by supporting
trade and transportation from northern to southern Europe. Recognizing
the critical need to improve its trans-

Satellite images helping in realising the fantasy of "city of the future "

portation networks, the European
Union (EU) initiated a series of studies
and proposals that resulted in the
Trans-European Transportation Net-

In the Dubai, the world's largest artificial islands have been constructed in the
shape of massive palm trees. This ambitious engineering feat is part of a plan to
transform Dubai into one of the world's premiere tourist destinations. The Palm
Jumeirah is one of the world's largest man-made islands, covering 560 hectares
of land and more than 600 football pitches could sit comfortably on the Palm.
Located off the coast of Jumeirah, Dubai's most prestigious district, The Palm
Jumeirah is a landmark in engineering and is one of the world's largest man-made
islands (with The Palm Jebel Ali and The Palm Deira the only bigger ones) and
home to a residential, tourism, and leisure destination created by Nakheel, a key
company in Dubai's transformation from a sleepy fishing village into one of the
fastest growing cities in the world.

works (TEN-T) project, which was
adopted by the EU in 1996.
TEN-T is a series of coordinated
improvements to roadways, airports,
railways, and water transportation
networks designed to stimulate economic growth, competitiveness, and
employment throughout Europe.
Axis no. 1 (TEN 1) of the TEN-T project
is a revitalization of the rail network
from Berlin, Germany to Palermo, Italy.
It is divided into eight distinct projects,
and the projected completion date for
the entire railway corridor is 2040. The
Brenner Base Tunnel section of TEN 1 is
56 kilometres in length and will be
completed by 2020.
The tunnel is expected to take much
of the existing truck and automobile
traffic out of the Brenner Pass, transporting primarily freight (80%) but
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UAE Ministry of Labour is using high-resolution satellite technology to monitor
construction sites and projects. And the ministry has made a compulsory mandate
for companies to pay fees for the satellite inspection services. Satellite Images of
the Palm islands construction project helped engineering companies organize,
plan and monitor Dubai's number one tourist destination.
Nakheel has also been marketing this project by releasing a unique set of images
showing the remarkable transformation of Dubai's landscape and coastline The
photographs of Dubai's past, present and future with the aid of satellite imagery
shows Dubai in 1973, 1990, 2000 and 2007 and an image which shows what
Dubai is predicted to look like once all of Nakheel's currently announced developments are completed.
"You only have to look at these images to see how Dubai has developed incredibly over the last few decades. We are proud to be part of such an extraordinary
story" - Chris O'Donnell, Nakheel CEO. Post-card GIS and reconnaissance technologies turn into spectacle and telegenic fantasy addressing mass tourism.
Nakheel

also passengers (20%) through the
region by railway. To manage the com-

WI DE N I NG TH E PANAMA
CANAL

prehensive geographical database of

the so-called Post Panamax ships
through. These mega-tankers cannot

modular and scalable GIS based on the

Tackling the problem of navigating
"Post Panamax" vessels

latest Web technologies, which will

The Panama Canal's man-made pas-

enable everyone involved in the imple-

sage way between the Atlantic and

mentation of the project to access rele-

Pacific oceans changed the world com-

vant geospatial information quickly

merce. But nearly a century later,

this project, BBT SE decided to adopt a

The canal has to be modified to allow

and efficiently. The system architecture includes modules for geology,
planning, water monitoring, topography, land parcels and owners and public in which data and functionalities
are provided based on type of user. The

make it through the

internal GIS application is used by BBT

current canal because

SE engineers for project planning and

they are wider and

development. The external application

deeper than the water-

is for use by the general public so that

way. The construction

they can easily follow the progress of

work has to be com-

the project.

pleted in 2014 and

This system is not only playing a key

involves and invest-

role as a data archive for various stages

ment of US$5.25 billion.

of the project, but also helping in the

many cargo ships are too large to tra-

The expansion project involves build-

design, support of various stages of the

verse the canal. This lead to the Pana-

ing a new set of massive locks on both

project life cycle through various

ma Canal Widening project, that is to

the Atlantic and Pacific ends of the

analysis tools in its modules.

be completed by 2014.

existing canal and will include sub-

Geo: International Magazine

DHV is responsible for all maritime

stantial excavation and dredging. The

and lock con-

project schedule calls for the first "Post

structions within

Panamax" vessel to transit through the

the program

expanded canal in 2014, the 100th

management

anniversary of the completion of the

connected to the

original canal.

canals expan-

A Post Panamax vessel is the term for

sion; this

ships that are larger than a Panamax

includes the

and do not fit in the original canal.

deepening and

After expansion, the Panama Canal is

widening of the

expected to be able to handle vessels

channels, reser-

up to 12000 TEU in size. "The expansion

voirs and the

of the Panama Canal is considered one

new and larger

the most visible and important infra-

locks on both

structure projects in the world, and will

sides. Prelimi-

affect global commerce significantly

nary designs are

over the next century," said Garry Hig-

currently being

dem, CH2M HILL's lead executive for

carried out by

the Panama Canal program.

other parties.

Harsha Madiraju, harsha.m@GISdevelopment.net
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Surveying

THE SINGAPORE FLYER
Surveying technology
backing the construction

S

ingapore now boasts of
the world's tallest Ferris
wheel, the Singapore

Flyer. It made its first flight in February
2008. UTOC Engineering Pte Ltd used a
SOKKIA NET1200 to overcome the various
challenges associated with the construction of a world record-setting structure.

The Singapore Flyer occupies a land area
of 33,700 square meters along the Marina Promenade. Standing at a height of
165 meters, the Singapore Flyer features
28 air-conditioned capsules capable of
holding 27 passengers each. The wheel
has a diameter of 150 meters and one
full rotation will take 37 minutes.
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CHALLE NG ES I N CONSTR UCTION AN D TH E DECISION TO USE N ET1200
The task of constructing the massive
support columns and rim structure
(wheel) was in the hands of the project
managers and engineers from UTOC
Engineering Pte Ltd.
Many challenges surfaced during the
construction, the most pressing of
which were the construction of the
upright support columns within strict
tolerances and the constant monitoring of the effects of the strong ocean
winds on the rim structure.
Another challenge was presented by
the conditions of the site itself. The
Marina Promenade is a narrow peninsula of reclaimed land adjacent to the
downtown business district of Singapore. Limited working space and the

presence of the giant crank station was
a challenge during construction. The tip
of the support structure stands 85
meters high and the cramped work
space required a steep zenith angle to
perform a nearly impossible vertical
measurement.
The solution to this problem started
with a reference to a base line running
across the base of the two support
columns which required both good surveying technique and a high-precision
total station. The next set of challenges
was presented by the spindle which
forms the axis of the giant Ferris wheel.
The spindle is fitted to both sides of the
support structure and has more than
two thousand bolts, which required
each hole to be measured in relation to
the others before the actual fitting
process began. This required an
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extreme amount of patience and a

control point as

highly accurate, easy to use instrument

it can establish a

to minimize operator fatigue. The spin-

coordinate sys-

dle itself weighs 180 tons and holds 112

tem by measur-

radial cables that support the rim struc-

ing two or three

ture and the lifting operation to attach

convenient

the spindle was the most critical part of

points on site.

the entire construction process.

This allows free-

While the engineers were busy fitting

dom of mobility

the spindle, the support structure had

so engineers can

to be constantly monitored to ensure

set up the instru-

that both ends of the spindle were level

ment at any loca-

despite differences in lifting speeds of

tion to monitor

the four lifting jacks used. This required

the structure.

an instrument that was both fast and
accurate.

Using the NET1200, engineers were
able to confidently measure the tip of

To overcome the challenges in this

the 165 meter tall support rim within

high-precision three dimensional struc-

the space constraints of the site. Using

tural project, the construction of the

these measurements, the relation to

Singapore Flyer required special atten-

any point along the support rim or

tion to be paid to surveying techniques

wheel structure could be easily com-

attached reflective sheets to the sup-

and a high performance instrument.

puted, greatly reducing working hours

port and rim structure components on

The decision was made to use a SOKKIA

and operator fatigue when monitoring

the ground before actual construction

NET1200 3D station. SOKKIA's NET1200

the entire structure.

began.

SUCCESSFU L CONSTR UCTION STARTS WITH
SUCCESSFU L PLAN N I NG
Construction began with the assembly
of the two support structures section by
section. Once the supports were completed, the spindle was installed.
Installing the spindle was the most
important part of the entire process
and was accomplished after an
exhausting 12-hour operation.
Once the spindle was in place, the segments of the rim structure were
installed one at a time.
The final stage of the operation was
lifting the capsules to be fitted to the
perimeter of the rim structure.
Throughout the entire operation
SOKKIA reflective sheets were used at
200 points. Working closely with structural and design engineers, UTOC surveying engineers pre-planned and

ducted on-site training for the project

Prior to construction, SOKKIA con-

is an ultra-high performance 3D station.
When utilized with SDR4000 3D measurement software installed on a data
collector, NET1200 can measure and
compare points in three dimensions to
ensure the highest precision.
This system does not require a known

team to simulate the actual working
conditions and made regular visits to
the site and project team.
This was done to ensure that each
member was fully competent in using
the system. During this process,
NET1200 was only sent back once for
general maintenance and cleaning as
required every six months according to
the service contract. Surveyors used
advanced technology to make one of
the most scenic tourist attractions in
the world possible Construction progressed smoothly and the Singapore
Flyer was completed days ahead of
schedule.
NET1200 successfully accomplished
the task of surveying one of the most
scenic tourist attractions in the world The Singapore Flyer.
Sokkia Singapore
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Integration
challenge to maintain complex CAD geometries (such

FREEFORM
DATA TYPES IN
SPATIAL
DATABASE

as cones, spheres, B-splines
curves and surfaces) in
DBMS.
In the last years we have
experimenting

with

extending the functionality
of DBMS with complex data
types such as Bézier, Bspline and Non-uniform
rational B-spline (NURBS)
curves and surfaces. Why
exactly these types? Firstly
they are increasingly used
in the design process and
for modeling of complex
real-world surfaces (terrain
or geology). Secondly they
all are parametric functions

G

tion was paid on spatial

between CAD and GIS based

and as such they allow for

information. In the last years

on

well-known

more compact data storage

mainstream DBMS have pro-

industrial file formats (such

compared to triangulated

IS, CAD &

vided spatial support but

as dxf, shape, dwg, etc).

surfaces and meshes.

DBMS sys-

still the data types are limit-

Open Geospatial Consortium

The simplest of the three

tems used

ed to the simple data types

(OGC), within its interoper-

methods to represent a

to differ significantly. Initially,

as described in the OGC

ability program, has report-

freeform curve is the Bézier

CAD systems were intended to

Implementation Specifica-

ed successful tests allowing

curve. Its shape is basically

provide 3D tools for the design

tions. Presently, many appli-

the access and visualization

defined by a sequence of n+1

of relatively small models (con-

cations have been looking

of CityGML models (OWS-4)

control points Pi (i=0..n) in

structions, industrial parts,

for possibilities to bring

and buildings represented in

3D space. A Bézier surface is,

cars, etc.) in local coordinate

together attractive proper-

Industrial Foundation Class-

similarly, defined by a grid

systems.

ties from the three different

es

this

of (n+1)*(m+1) control points

Since it was design soft-

environments, such as com-

approach simple CAD and

Pi,j (i=0..n, j=0..m). One of the

ware, a lot of emphasis was

plex shapes from CAD sys-

GIS models can be visualized

major problems with Bézier

given to editing tools and

tems,

in one (web) environment.

curves and surfaces is that it

effective 3D visualization. By

analysis from GIS systems

Much of attention is given

is usually preferable to keep

contrast, GIS was developed

and ability to manage large

to integrating CAD/GIS and

the degrees low, i.e. not

to represent the real world,

data sets from DBMS. Exam-

spatial DBMS. Diverse data

higher than 3 or 4, and com-

and more specifically all the

ples are large civil engineer-

models and data types have

plex shapes therefore have

tasks that used to be per-

ing works, medical and geo-

been investigated to be con-

to be modelled by a composi-

formed on 2D paper maps.

logical applications.

spatial

(IFC).

Following

sidered in DBMS as well and

tion of several curves or sur-

were

A number of develop-

some of them have been

faces. This, in turn, requires

designed to manage in an

ments, technology or appli-

tested in a prototype envi-

specific configurations of

efficient and secure way

cation driven, have con-

ronment.

control points to guarantee a

large amounts of text and

tributed

better

progress in management of

numerical data as no atten-

exchange of spatial data

simple geometries, it is still a

DBMS
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elaborated

agreed

systems
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certain order of continuity.
B-spline curves and sur-
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faces, which are generalizations of Bézier curves and
surfaces, do not have this
problem, because here the
degree can be defined independently from the number
of control points, and continuity of the curve or surface
is realized automatically. A
B-spline curve of degree p, or
order k=p+1, is defined by a
sequence of n+1 control
points Pi (i=0..n) in 3D space,
and a knot vector of n+k+1
knots. It is a piecewise polynomial curve. NURBS are a
generalization of B-splines.
The

main

difference

between NURBS and Bsplines is that the control
points of a NURBS curve or
surface each have a weight,
which

determines

how

much the control point contributes to the curve or surface. This gives extra degrees
of freedom for modeling.
Altogether,

the

NURBS

method is one of the most
powerful methods for representing freeform curves and
surfaces.

DESIG N AN D I M PLEM E NTATION OF N EW
DATA TYPES
The new geometries are
designed as individual data
types with OCC specifications, i.e. as separate data
types (Figure 1). The two
major advantages of mapping the conceptual model
into separate freeform data
types are - the data types are
clearly
and
explicitly
defined, and little redundant
information is stored since
every data type has its own
attribute. Adapted data
types can easily be inherited
from existing prototypes,
and functions on prototype
types will be also operational for inherited types.
The implementation is
done in Oracle Spatial, but
the approach is applicable
for any DBMS. New data
types can be designed in
Oracle using natively supported data types, such as
object types, REFs, VARRAYs,
and Nested tables. The userdefined data types in Oracle

Figure 1. UML diagram of implemented data types
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can be declared
using

the

statement

SQL
CRE-

ATE TYPE. PL/SQL,
Java or C++ can be
used

to

imple-

ment the declaration.

In

imple-

mentation,

Java

has been selected
because it sup-

Figure 2. A cross road (left: CAD model in
MicroStation; right: GIS model in ArcGIS)

ports Oracle Spatial well. The procedure for

idation rules is derived from

creating data types using

the geometry definition. This

Java can be divided into

includes two levels of check-

three main steps: creating

ing: first, the function checks

Java classes, loading the

whether all the parameters

classes in Oracle spatial and

required are present (storage

declaring the data types in

validity), i.e. coordinates for

Oracle using the SQL state-

control points, degree value,

ment CREATE TYPE.

weight values and knot vector; second, the basic mathe-

SPATIAL FUNCTIONS
Assuming that freeform
curves and surfaces should
be dealt with as any other
geometry
data
type
(although more complex),
operators similar to those for
simple features have to be
provided. This is to say that
operations for validation,
detecting topological relationships, metric computations (length, distance, area,
etc.), proximity (distance
between two features,
objects within distance, etc.),
operations creating new
geometries (intersection, difference, union, buffer, etc.)
might be considered. Validation, i.e. checking the correctness of geometry, is one of
the most important functions. This function is also
provided. In our case, the val-

matical

requirements

between parameters should
also be satisfied (geometry
validity). For NURBS curve
the geometry validity rules
are:
• degree > 1,
• number of control points >3,
• degree = number of knots
-number of control points- 1,
• number of weight values is
equal to the number of control points,
• each weight value > 0,
• knot vector is non-decreasing & has more than 1 knot,
• upper trimming value >
lower trimming value.
For example, a 4 degree
NURBS curve with 3 knots
and 5 control points doesn't
exist in reality. A NURBS
record with these values in
the database is considered a
bad record and can be detect-
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the

conversions

from

Bezier/B-

applications supports all

---------- ------------------

these geometry types. All

tions

We

in

this

2 -1

--- Storage invalid

the import and export opera-

3 -2

--- Geometry invalid

tions can be implemented in

SQL>
select
distance(A.geom,
B.geom) from test_table A, test_table B
where

the development environ-

A.id=3 and B.id=5;

ments provided by CAD

DISTANCE(A.GEOM,B.GEOM)

applications. If a GIS applica-

---------------------

tion access the data, it uses

strings,

to

line

and

a

mesh function to
convert a NURBS
surface to polygons and triangles.
Third group of
functions provide
allow for creation of new
geometry types such as cen-
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--- Correct entry

a drop function to
curve
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1 0

research; they are
convert a NURBS

troid,

geometry type, as CAD

simple shapes are

ed two such func-

CONVE RSI0N FU NCTIONS
Several functions are created
on the new data types. The
first group of functions
relates to basic transformation functions: 'translation',
'rotation', 'scale'. Because of
the projective invariant
property
of
Bezier/Bspline/NURBS, the transformation of these curves and
surfaces can be just done by
applying the transformation
to their control points. No
further change is needed.
The second group is cocalled conversion functions.
Because NURBS are the generalization of B-spline and
Bezier, it is rather simple to
convert from B-spline and
Bezier to NURBS. Furthermore, because GIS doesn't
support freeform geometry,

from test_table A;
ID A.GEOM.VALIDATION()

have implement-

ed with validation function.

SQL> select id, VALIDATION(A.geom)

spline/NURBS to
necessary.

Figure 3. A building cluster
(left: CAD model in MicroStation;
right: GIS model in ArcGIS)

directly according to their

listed below:

convex

bounding

box.

hull

and

Another

group of functions compute
a distance and check for
intersection between two
geometries (the function
anyintersect is implemented
on the convex hull of the
geometries). Currently, some
of the functions return
approximation

results

instead of accurate results,
because this way the algorithms are easier and computation are faster. Calculation of accurate centroid of
freeform geometry, or accurate intersection between
freeform geometry, could be
very complex and heavy,
therefore the accurate calculation functions are excluded from database as discussed earlier. Some examples of such functions are

558.859116

VISUALI ZATION
Using these data types complex models containing
freeform curves and surfaces
can be created and edited in
a CAD application and stored
in DBMS. The transformation function to simple
geometry allows for conversion into simple geometries
(i.e. freeforms are converted
in triangulated surfaces) and
concequently visualization
in a GIS application. Generally this approach allows for
integration of complex and
simple shapes at database
level. Points, lines and polygons of a model are stored in
the simple geometry column
with SDO_Geometry, and
freeform shapes are stored
in the complex geometry
column with our new data
type. Various other attributes such as ID, name,
colour, owner, etc. can be
also appropriately organized
the same database.
When CAD applications
request model data from
DBMS, simple shapes from
the simple geometry column
and freeform shapes from
the freeform column are
retrieved and visualized

only the simple data types.
The complex geometry types
are converted by the corresponding function to simple
object (lines and triangles).
Note this operation can not
be reversed. Therefore the
freeform geometries can be
only visualized in GIS application but not edited.
Figure 2 and 3 shows complex freeform curves and
surfaces in CAD and GIS
application. The CAD model
contains on Figure 3 contains line strings, polygons
and some NURBS surfaces.
Note the two roofs in Figure
3 left are two NURBS surfaces, and in right are actually several polygons.

CONCLUSIONS AN D
RECOM M ENDATIONS
We have shown that NURBS
is a very general representation of freeform shapes, and
we recommend considering
its inclusion in the Implementation specifications of
OGC. NURBS, Bézier and Bsplines are already recognized in the CAD domain as
flexible geometries for modelling complex shapes and it
is not difficult to be supported by DBMS. Tests have con-
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vincingly demonstrated that

to determine relevant func-

resent conic sections (circle,

freeform shapes in GIS appli-

appropriate data types for

tions for support at DBMS

ellipse, hyperbola, parabola),

cations. Currently, the only

efficient management of

level. The implemented set

separate data types still

possibility is to approximate

freeform curves and surfaces

of prototype functions is rel-

have to be designed to repre-

freeform shapes with simple

can be created at DBMS lev-

atively basic and not suffi-

sent these simple shapes in

features (sets of lines and

el. Oracle Spatial 11g already

cient. For example, the func-

their simplest form. The

polygons) for visualization

allows

such

tion AnyIntersect uses the

parameters needed to store,

with 3D GIS models. Alterna-

shapes but none of the geo-

convex hulls of the control

for example, a circle as a

tively, the traditional GIS

metric functions support

points of two shapes to

NURBS shape are consider-

models stored in DBMS can

them.

investigate possible inter-

able. This research did not

be integrated with CAD

This research is only the

sections. More accurate con-

consider

of

freeform models and further

first step toward managing

clusions on the intersection

freeform shapes. As is well

explored (and modelled) in

freeform data types in a spa-

of the shapes would require

known, a spatial index can

CAD applications. In this

tial DBMS and GIS. Many

exhaustive computations.

make spatial queries much

manner, the first real inte-

issues have to be investigat-

Separate data type for error

more efficient.

gration

ed further. For example, the

messages would be very

The current DBMS spatial

validation rules for freeform

valuable, since the freeform

indexing mechanism works

curves and surfaces have to

shapes are much more com-

on existing simple geome-

be specified in more detail.

plex than the simple fea-

tries and cannot be used for

The current implementation

tures. It can be included as

prototype data types. Fur-

Sisi Zlatanova

of validation functions is

an error number attribute

ther investigations are need-

derived directly from the

and an error message attrib-

ed to develop. The data types

mathematical definitions.

ute within the data type.

do not yet resolve the prob-

Associate Professor,
Delft University of
Technology,
The Netherlands
S.Zlatanova@tudelft.nl

storage

of

Further research is needed
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Although NURBS can rep-

lems

of

indexing

modelling

of

typical

CAD

shapes with GIS shapes can
be realized.

of
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Review

A

construction project contains information in several
spatial (drawings, layouts

and blueprints) and non-spatial (sched-

GIS Technologies
in Construction

ule, cost estimate, specifications, etc.)
forms that are maintained separately by
various project members using different
commercially available tools.

The overlaps and lack of consistency

ology identifies suitable site to store

ning process, planner has to repetitive-

construction materials.

ly reorganise and interpret the infor-

GIS environment improves the real

among such information may often

mation

various

time schedule monitoring system as

lead to the construction errors, which

resources. GIS improves construction

well as improves construction efficien-

results in miscommunications those

planning and design efficiency by inte-

cy. Cheng and Chen (2002) developed

are expensive and time-consuming in

grating locational and thematic infor-

an automated schedule monitoring

nature. The software from various dis-

mation in a single environment. Its

system by using GIS. It assists con-

ciplines (architecture, construction,

capability to store large database may

struction managers to control erection

structural and civil engineering) are

be utilised to maintain construction

process for precast building construc-

being used to maintain and analyse

data in digital form that provide a wide

tion. Structural elements were prefabri-

such information throughout the life-

range of information to construction

cated in manufacturing plant and

cycle of a construction project. Drafting

industry with a mechanism for rapid

transported to job site for installation.

groups generally use CAD tools; plan-

retrieval and manipulation capabilities.

Erection of prefabricated structural

ners use Primavera and Microsoft Pro-

Bansal and Pal (2006) suggested the

components was considered a critical

ject whereas construction and opera-

use of GIS to develop the database for

activity. The schedules for prefabrica-

tions group use blueprints or printed-

rate analysis in construction project.

tion and transport of structural ele-

collected

from

paper, etc. Information flow between

Bansal and Pal (2007) suggested a GIS

ments to job site are developed based

various groups working in a project is

based approach for construction quan-

on installation schedule. GPS and GIS

not through well-defined standards

tity takeoffs and cost estimation. For

technologies were also integrated so

and procedures, which results in an

quantity takeoffs architectural draw-

that managers from the headquarters

inefficient process characterised by

ing is divided into different layers those

and construction sites get real time

data redundancy, redundant processes

were classified according to basic

information to control cargoes/vehicle

and poor information quality. If both,

design components in an architectural

coming through road to sites, so as to

spatial and non-spatial information are

design. Area and perimeter are used as

reduce the waste generation on sites.

maintained in a single environment

the basic parameters in GIS based

and changes are made to these docu-

quantity takeoffs.

Construction

material

trading

involves: buyers, suppliers and agents,

ments at one place only, drawings,

Cheng and Yang (2001) integrated GIS

links among them may be organised in

schedule, cost estimate and specifica-

based cost estimates with material lay-

three ways: (1) buyers and suppliers

tions of a construction project will be

out planning. It integrates cost esti-

form direct connections, (2) buyers and

consistent to each other.

mates with construction schedule to

suppliers form connections through

generate dynamic materials require-

agents, and (3) buyers and suppliers

ments. The system is designed to pass

form connections through electronic

on information dynamically to con-

markets. Li et al. (2003) presented an

struction site for material planning.

internet-based GIS model for e-com-

Based on information regarding quan-

merce business based on the type (3)

tities and locations of materials

trading situation. Buyers may easily

required in a project, proposed method-

search and compare products of differ-

CU R R E NT STATE OF G IS
APPLICATIONS I N CONSTR UCTION I N DUSTRY
The information required for planning
and design in construction industry are
stored in the form of drawing, specifi-
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cations and bar charts. During the plan-
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ent suppliers through online system
and contact the suppliers directly. If
required, buyers can also invite agents
to undertake certain tasks required in
order to complete a transaction. In all
kind of construction business activities
transportation cost is involved, thus,
internet-based GIS provide an ideal
solution to manage costs of transportation and market analysis in all e-commercial activities.
In urban areas, obstacles such as existing public utility lines, railways, canals
and roads influence routes significantly.
There may be a limited number of feasible crossing points; selection of a suitable route to avoid existing obstacles in
a path reduces the risk of damaging the
existing utilities. It also minimises the
cost required during construction.
Cheng and Chang (2001) developed a
GIS based system to automate the
process of routing and design of an
underground power supply system.
The conventional approach of laying

Figure 1. Linking the construction schedule with spatial aspects of the project activities.

out Temporary Facility (TFs) at construction sites involves designing site
layout using sketches and templates.

process. Zhong et al. (2004) suggested

The resulting layout through this

that GIS could be utilised to overcome

process is based on the incomplete

this limitation.

information stored in different form.

Traditional scheduling techniques

Such visual representations of TFs do

such as bar charts and critical path

not yield adequate and descriptive

method fail to provide information per-

results. As TFs should be located close

taining to spatial aspects of a construc-

to their supporting activities in order to

tion project. The methodology present-

reduce the time for travel. Cheng and

ed by Bansal and Pal (accepted in ASCE)

O'Connor (1996) explored the use of GIS

integrates construction schedule with

and developed an automated site lay-

corresponding spatial details so as to

out system using GIS.

make understanding of the project

The construction process simulation

sequence easier (Fig. 1). This link allows

is proved to be an effective tool for

easier understanding of the project

planning and improving the perform-

sequence as well as helps to detect the

ance of a construction process in many

possible problems in construction

of successful case studies. However,

schedule. Non-spatial schedules only

simulation tools lack the capabilities to

convey 'what' is built 'when', whereas

represent explicit geographic informa-

schedule in GIS conveys 'what' is being

tion in the simulated construction

built 'when' and 'where'.

APRIL 2008

CONCLUSION
As GIS is one of the fast emerging fields
being utilised in various engineering
projects, its complete potential to the
construction industry has not been
realised yet. GIS is generally not being
associated with construction industry,
therefore, professionals need education
and training on the use of GIS technologies in construction.

V. K. BANSAL
Department of Civil Engineering,
National Institute of Technology
Kurukshetra, Haryana, INDIA
vijaybansal18@yahoo.com

Mahesh Pal
Department of Civil Engineering,
National Institute of Technology
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Convergence
for a sustainable and competitive con-

CAD, Geospatial,
3D and BIM
Standards Converge

struction sector by 2030". The report,
prepared by members of the construction industry, states, "For Europe to face
its major technological, economic and
social challenges, we must be proactive
in understanding and communicating
within our sector.... An important task
is to turn the sector around to becoming knowledge-based.... By improving
the construction process, we hope to
achieve reductions of up to 30% of lifecycle costs, 50% of delivery time and
50% of work-related accidents."

Many benefits derive from convergence of
geospatial technology with information technologies
used by architects, engineers, construction companies,
building owners & building operators.

In 2004, the US National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) studied efficiency losses in the planning,
design and construction of U.S. commercial and institutional buildings and
industrial facilities. NIST found that, in
2002, the annual cost associated with
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N

tions (self-contained systems that com-

inadequate interoperability among

municate poorly with other systems) in

computer-aided design, engineering

the geospatial industry are seen as the

and software systems in the US was

ot so long ago, tele-

legacy of the technologies' earlier

$15.8 billion. That's about 30% of overall

phone, printed pages,

inherent or proprietary limitations.

cost.

film, radio, TV, phono-

In the next few years, this conver-

Another European Commission fund-

graph, photographs and computer data

gence will have a major impact on pro-

ed project, the Open Information Envi-

were quite separate media, each con-

fessionals involved with infrastructure

ronment for Knowledge-Based Collabo-

strained by its own technical limitations.

projects such as bridges and water sys-

rative Processes throughout the Lifecy-

Now, in many ways, these media

tems. Infrastructure design, construc-

cle of a Building (InPro) program, is one

have converged, thanks to the flexibili-

tion, and maintenance professionals

of Europe's largest collaborative proj-

ty of digital technology and rapid

need to share information. Beginning

ects in construction-related research

advances in CPUs, hard drives, net-

with the idea for a project and ending

and development. The project is lead by

works, and personal mobile devices.

with the demolition team - or perhaps

five large European construction con-

Multimedia and multimode communi-

beyond that, with historians who will

tractors in close cooperation with other

cation dominates culture, commerce

preserve the memory of the project - it

stakeholders of the construction and IT

and government.

is always the case that many people

industries, plus renowned research

In the geospatial industry, remote

and organizations create, store and

organisations and specialized consult-

sensing, photogrammetry, GIS, CAD,

share information about a construction

ants. The InPro website states, "The

AM/FM, navigation and spatial data-

project and its site and surrounding

main objective of InPro is to "develop

base management were once consid-

geography.

and establish a model-based and col-

ered different vertical markets served

In 2005, the European Commission's

laborative way of working in the early

by different technology providers.

European Construction Technology

design phase, considering the whole

Now, there is an increasing desire - and

Platform (ECTP) published a document

life-cycle of a building." And, "The con-

market pressure - for geospatial tech-

titled "Challenging and Changing

struction industry is standing before a

nologies to converge. "Stovepipe" solu-

Europe's Built Environment - A vision

major technology shift - from the tradi-
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owner

Designer

First
Responder

Construction
Operator
Engineer

City
Planner

tional 2-dimensional drawings to 3dimensional

Building

Information

Models (BIM). Advanced design, communication and simulation tools give

Framework
Information

Infrast &
Asset Information

Product
Information

Dynamic
Information

Architect Data and
Services

us an opportunity to change the way
we work in the industry, including

Construction Data and
Services

open collaboration between stakehold-

Product Data and
Services

ers, design for increased energy efficiency, flexibility, constructability,
comfort, etc."

ABOUT B I M
Though further research is important,
BIM is well beyond the early research
phase, and is coming into wide use. As
explained by Andrew Pressman, FAIA
in the Architectural Record, May 2007:
"This is an exciting time to practice
architecture. Architects and engineers
seem to be able to design and construct
almost anything they can imagine, and
the data they use enables these buildings to be well managed by their owners. Architects, consultants, and owners
are also working together more closely
than ever. Integrated practice (IP) is the
term that is being assigned to this collaborative process. IP is a meaningful
response to the ongoing marketplace
mandate for buildings that are faster to
design and construct, at lower cost,
as well as more sustainable and of
higher quality than those built in
the past. Building information
modeling (BIM) is enabling - some say
forcing - this information-sharing, integrated-practice culture to emerge."

Business
Process
Information
Classes defined
for Real
Property
Assets,
Operation,
Securiity and
Env. Mgt.

Business
Information
Classes, Sensor
Models for Decesion
Support concerning
Architecture,
Construction,
Operation,
Environmental
gt. Security
Mg

Classes of Building
Information
Products that
Comply w. Codes,
Specifications
Drawings,
Contracts, Costs,
Schedule Operating
Pictures

Information Architecture: Open
Standard, Models, XML Encodings,
Transforms, Application Schemas
and Dictionaries

Building Owner Data and
Services
Other data from
Cooperating
businesses/governments

Services Architecture: Open Standard
Interfaces, Certified Services and Accessing,,
Processing, Presenting Information

Figure 1. OGC, buildingSmart alliance, IAI and other organizations are working cooperatively
to advance an environment where standards and best practices enable the management
and exchange of BIM and geospatial information to meet an array of needs. (Figure copyright OGC.)

[http://archrecord.construction.com/pr

different information systems. When a

actice/projDelivery/0705proj-1.asp]

plumbing contractor, for example, dis-

A BIM is a shared knowledge resource

covers a design error that must be cor-

containing many different kinds of

rected by changing a building's floor

information about a building, such as

plan, that change may impact other

site plan and imagery, CAD drawings,

subcontractors. Not uncommonly, the

connections to subsurface infrastruc-

effects of a change cascade wildly

ture, building system and component

through schedules and budgets, result-

specifications, tenant information, and

ing in substantial cost over-runs. With

building evacuation plans. BIM soft-

BIM, change proposals can be reviewed

ware can be used to create drawings

in terms of their implications, with

and three-dimensional virtual models

streamlined vetting by multiple partic-

of buildings as well as schedules, budg-

ipants, potentially resulting in both

et estimates, and fabrication drawings.

better planning and fewer and less

The

expensive mid-construction changes.

BIM

approach

increasingly

assumes Internet access to a wide vari-

That study focused on AEC (architecture, engineering and construction),
but the needs of owners and operators

The construction
industry is standing
before a major technology
shift - from the traditional
2-dimensional drawings to
3-dimensional BIM
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Information
Classes of
digital
geographic
data defined
in the National
Spatial Data
Infrastructure
(NSDI)

ety of data and software services.

“

Common,
User Defined,
Interoperable
Operating
Information

”

FIG HTI NG WASTE
Integrated practice and BIM are an
industry response to waste. Globally,
Architecture, Engineering, Construction, Owner and Operator (AECOO)
community faces challenges because
so many diverse players are involved
and because it is difficult to bridge their

also figure prominently in calculating
the potential value of BIM. A 2004
study of office buildings, undertaken
by the North American Continental
Automated

Buildings

Association

(CABA), found that over a 30-year period, initial building costs account for
only two percent of total building costs,
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“

Convergence of diverse
information technologies
is necessary to analyze,
model, understand and
deal with complex and
critical issues

because, for almost any AEC or geospa-

they have developed their own paper

tial information, there are many likely

and digital forms and procedures.

or possible future uses as well as possi-

Web

technologies,

notably the eXtensible Markup Lan-

information and geospatial informa-

guage (XML), are well suited for devel-

tion can support campus, neighbor-

oping systems that enable different

hood and broader urban planning

kinds of data to be merged under

requirements; improve delivery of serv-

human control or software control. And

”

ices; assure adequate safety and securi-

the Web, itself based on standards

ty procedures; expedite permitting,

(http, html, XML, etc.) has given rise to

while operations and maintenance

plan line of sight communications,

an "ecosystem" of Web-related stan-

costs equal six percent and personnel

optimize wayfinding, support trans-

dards organizations. The Web is based

costs equal 92 percent. (Fuller, S. and

portation and logistics, and improve

largely on free and open standards

S.R. Petersen. (1995). Life-Cycle Costing

customer awareness of and access to

developed by a variety of consensus

Manual for the Federal Energy Manage-

retail services.

standards organizations, such as the

ment Program. NIST Handbook 135.

Convergence of diverse information

W3C (World Wide Web Consortium),

National Institute of Standards and

technologies is necessary to analyze,

OASIS (Organization for the Advance-

Technology.)

model, understand and deal with com-

ment of Structured Information Stan-

Energy costs and materials costs

plex and critical issues such as analyz-

dards), the Web3d Consortium, and the

(which usually have a high "embedded

ing emergency efficiency, air flow pat-

OGC.

energy" component) have risen since

terns or evaluating the costs and bene-

The International Alliance for Interop-

the time of that study (1995) and they

fits associated with repurposing an old-

erability (IAI) is an alliance of organiza-

will surely continue to rise because of

er building. Analysts need to consider

tions dedicated to bringing about coor-

supply and climate-mitigation con-

factors such as cost of future changes to

dinated improvement of productivity

straints on fossil fuels. Thus there is

mechanical systems (plumbing, electri-

and efficiency in the construction and

high value in technology-assisted AEC

cal, HVAC etc.); projections of revenue

facilities management industry. IAI

business process innovations that

with or without renovations; occupan-

members engage in national-industrial

reduce the percentage of wasted mate-

cy history and alternative marketing

programs that include development of

rials and energy and that help archi-

scenarios; codes, permits and licensing;

AECOO technology standards such as

tects design for local climate and mate-

and transportation and parking. All of

BIM standards and best practices.

rials. BIM is intended to optimize the

these are possible when "virtual design

The OGC develops and promotes stan-

value of time spent by everyone

and construction" can proceed with a

dards for distributed geoprocessing,

involved in the initial building phase,

rich set of data inputs.

with a particular focus on Web services.

optimize actual construction, and optimize operational costs by helping

Many of the software companies that

TH E N E E D FOR STAN DAR DS

designers design buildings that require

serve both AEC and geospatial customers long ago began providing inter-

minimal maintenance and minimal

BIM must result from joint efforts

operability between their own AEC and

inputs of energy and materials. This is

The

geospatial products.

critical to the local and global social

domains and application domains have

imperative of sustainable prosperity.

different vocabularies, geometries,

LEVE RAG I NG TH E VALU E OF
I N FOR MATION
The goal is not only to reduce waste,
but to increase the value of information. The valued of information extends
well beyond its original purpose,
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Fortunately,

ble immediate secondary uses. Building
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different

AECOO

technology

computing paradigms, data formats,

BIM in the OGC Interoperability
Program

data schemas, scales and fundamental

The OGC's standards development

world-views. They also have different

process, which relies heavily on fast-

requirements for accuracy, "verisimili-

paced, results-oriented testbeds, has

tude" (realism), and animation per-

begun to play a role in AECOO technolo-

formance. Different organizations have

gy convergence.

different business processes for which

In December 2006, the Open Geospa-
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BE Conference 2008 will provide infrastructure
professionals with an inclusive and engaging
environment to share best practices and learn
about Bentley solutions from the leading provider of infrastructure software.
The conference is an ideal setting to meet,
network, and exchange ideas with peers in
the infrastructure community while participating in program tracks. These solutions
tracks will cover ways to increase productivity,
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“

Convergence of geospatial & design technologies
is of focus in OGC & this
represents an area of
opportunity for Indian
agencies and companies

”

tial Consortium Inc. coordinated a

this request. The AECOO Testbed has

ners and builders in the ways described

three focus areas:
• Decision support and general communications - connecting building models
with business processes

above. Another important benefit of

• Energy analysis during design
• Cost estimation during design

among AECOO information systems is
the globalization of the building industry. Thanks mainly to improved communication and interoperability; firms

Respondents indicated which tech-

in developed nations are increasingly

nologies they are prepared to integrate

able to work with professional service

into an interoperable environment for

providers in developing nations, partic-

commercialization.

ularly in China and India.

meeting in Jersey City, NJ to demon-

The AECOO Testbed represents the

Professionals in the West are now

strate the results of a seven-month

beginning of a cooperative environ-

competing globally. Outsourcing pro-

interoperability testbed, OGC Web Ser-

ment where AEC and geospatial stan-

grams that begin with simple tasks,

vices 4 (OWS-4). In the demonstration,

dards organizations can jointly pro-

like drafting, tend to be extended over

participants showed how BIM stan-

mote rapid standards development,

time to people with higher level skills

dards can play an important role in

testing and validation. It will enable

and to a broader range of activities as

emergency services and disaster man-

both users and suppliers to take meas-

client companies and service compa-

agement. A number of OGC member

ured and coordinated steps to improve

nies both gain experience and confi-

companies demonstrated how their

communication to build out the techni-

dence in each other. Also, because man-

software works with BIM. One compa-

cal capabilities for discovery, access,

agement of BIM requires expertise and

ny focused on how A/E/C and geospa-

integration, analysis, exploitation and

because BIM has high value, opportuni-

tial system interoperability can reduce

visualization of project data as well as

ties are growing for entrepreneurs to

pollution, greenhouse gas emissions

multiple online community-based

start new companies focused on pro-

and consumption of natural resources.

information resources.

viding BIM services to both Indian and

Others focused on cataloging and discovery of buildings for which BIMs
were available or use of BIMs for evaluating buildings' potential as emergency hospitals.
In February 2008, the OGC, jointly
with the buildingSMART alliance,
issued a "Request for Technology (RFT)
In Support of an AECOO Testbed". The
testbed will be conducted in 2008.
Sponsors of AECOO Testbed include:
• Architecture Firms: HOK, Burt Hill and
Ellerbe Becket
• General Contractors: Webcor and
Gilbane
• Government Agencies: US General
Services Administration, National Institute of Standards & Statsbygg (Norway)
• Trade Associations: US buildingSMART alliance, American Institute of
Architects, and Large Firm Roundtable
Eighteen organizations responded to
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offshore clients.

I M P ORTANCE TO I N DIA
India now has six business and government members in the OGC, working
with 340 members from other nations
to build the global geospatial standards
infrastructure. One reason for India's
interest is that the convergence of
geospatial technologies and design
technologies has become a major focus
in the OGC, and this convergence represents an area of opportunity for both
Indian agencies and Indian companies.
In their aggressive development of
physical infrastructure, India and other
rapidly developing nations obviously
have much to gain from implementing
BIM. It is difficult to reconcile the sometimes conflicting needs for long range
planning, judicious use of resources,
and speed, so there is a great need for
tools that help decision makers, plan-

CONCLUSIONS
Technology convergence and information fusion are very real phenomena
and powerful determinants of the
future in the AECOO world. Consensus
standards organizations provide a key
vantage point for observing these
trends, and through their cooperative
work, are providing a fulcrum for shaping them. The technology is here and it
is now up to the construction industry
worldwide to shape and implement
changes for productivity growth and
efficiency enhancement.

Mark Reichardt
President and CEO, Open
Geospatial Consortium, Inc.
mreichardt@opengeospatial.org
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Geospatial Publications
Flying Entterprise - An International Airport Integrates Oracle
Spatial
When the Greater Toronto Airports Authority (GTAA) took
over responsibility for the operation of Toronto Pearson from
Transport Canada in 1996, it took on major challenges. To
maximize efficiency and minimize cost, a bold plan was
developed to phase the construction of a revitalized airport
the size of a small city.
See Storm, Use SWARM
A new context-sensitive situational-awareness tool helps
with severe-weather preparedness, response and recovery
efforts.

Geo: Geoconnexion International (March 2008)
(http://www.geoconnection.com)
MapMechanics gis, map data and develoment kit
MapMechanics helps Peugot fine tune its dealer catchment
planning operation and streamlines reporting.

Print Publications

Back to the future with mobile GIS
The municipality of Anchorage, Alaska, USA, explores its
mobile GIS requirements in rugged terrain - and finds the
rugged Xplore PC just the ticket.

GIM International (Mar/Apr 2008)
(http://www.gim-international.com)
NSDI in Cambodia
In developing countries land management is often hindered
by the absence of national spatial-information policy, guidelines for metadata management and co-ordination of spatial
data. Jan-Peter Mund, DLR German Aerospace Center,
describes the situation in Cambodia.
Digital Aerial Cameras
Mathias Lemmens, editor-in-chief, GIM International does
an extensive product survey on digital aerial cameras. In
support of the specifications provided by this product survey,
this article presents additional information on system configuration and sensor architecture of camera systems from
nine manufacturers.
Integrating GNSS and INS
GNSS provides accurate positional information with relatively low integrity, while INS offers position and attitude
information subject to drift but with relatively high integrity.
Integrating the two provides reliable and accurate information on position and attitude of vehicles on land, at sea, in
the air and in space.

GeoWorld (March 2007)

Digital watermarking for imagery
Digital watermarking embeds ownership details and metadata intelligence into image pixels with GeoMarc from USbased GCS Research.
Digital pen revolution in field data management
Adapx's Ken Schneider looks at the revival of the digital pen
and paper for field data capture with Capturx for ArcGIS
desktop - mobile GIS just got better.

GIS Development- Global Geospatial magazine
(March 2008)
(http://www.GISdevelopment.net)
Careers at Indian GIS Industry A Disarrayed Saga
So much diverse is the Geospatial industry in terms of operations, jobs, verticals, skills required, hierarchical growth
within the organisation, salary structure, education, etc. that
its fails to give smooth and chronicled outlook.
Building a More Effective Geospatial Workforce and User
Community
For thousands of years useful solutions to spatial problems
proved elusive and often their resolution was not only difficult but was attained, if at all, only at the most basic and
pragmatic levels.

GIS and Homeland Defense: Are We Ready Yet?
According to Nigel Waters, it's important to be able to respond
to terror and ameliorate its effects, but it's more important to
anticipate where it will occur next and prevent it.
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The Impending Coastal Crisis
By 2050, more than half of the U.S. population will live within a day's drive of a coastline or lakeshore. But with sea-level rise and increasing storm intensity and frequency, is that
development such a good idea?
Oil: Is Now the Time to Fill the Strategic Petroleum Reserve?
Economics adds perspective to the discussion about
whether President Bush's plan to double the capacity of the
Strategic Petroleum Reserve is a good idea when oil prices
are this high.

Online Publications
Directions Magazine (March 2008)
(http://www.directionsmag.com)
IAgile Adoption in the GIS Industry
The software development world has taken a keen interest
in agile development practices and agile project management. The practices have crossed the chasm, becoming
part of mainstream application development, according to
Chris Spagnuolo.
Smooth Dataflow Assures Smooth Oil Flow
ESRI's Jim Baumann discusses how Texas-based Plains
All American Pipeline uses technology to control oil refinery processes and adhere to strictly enforced federal regulations for storage and transportation of crude oil.
5 Questions: IDV's Visual Fusion Server Explained
IDV Solutions explains the "how and why" their Visual
Fusion differs from other composite applications. Senior
Managing Editor Nora Parker posed five questions to IDV
Solutions' Product Manager Scott Caulk about the company's latest release, Visual Fusion Server 3.0.

Vector 1 Media (March 2008)
(http://www.vector1media.com)
Sweden: Managing the Northern Link Project
The construction of the Northern link is one of the biggest
road and tunnel projects in Sweden in terms of scope and
budget with a cost of SEK11.6 billion. The procurement of
contracts is also extensive. All in all, there will be about 40
contracts for the construction works.

(http://www.geotimes.org)

Spatially Enabling the Intelligent Grid, The Next Holllywood
Blockbuster?
What do the movie Beowulf and the Las Vegas Valley
Water District (LVVWD) have in common? They both make
use of the sophisticated modeling capabilities of Autodesk
software. Although LVVWD efforts may never turn into a
blockbuster movie, better visualizing a network's spatial
characteristics can improve a utility's understanding of its
energy delivery assets.

Down with the Dams: Unchaining U.S. Rivers
As dam permits expire and environmental considerations
grow stronger, some operators are choosing to tear down
the dams. Oregon's Marmot Dam serves as an experiment,
showing what can happen when a large dam is removed

Precision Farming Advances Agricultural Sustainability
Production agriculture is at the cutting edge of geotechnology applications through mapping and analyzing the inherent variability in field conditions and linking the derived
spatial relationships to management action.

(http://www.geoplace.com)
How to Determine Exactly "Where Is What"
According to Joseph Berry, wikipedia defines accuracy as
"the degree of veracity" (exactness) and precision as "the
degree of reproducibility" (repeatable). But where and how
does GIS and GPS fit in?

from a river.

Human Resources in Geospatial Industry
There has been a paradigm shift in the kind of human
resources requirements in the geospatial industry.

GEO TIMES (March 2008)
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GenerativeComponents

A

What is Bentley's GenerativeComponents (GC)?
rchitects and building designers
have a huge task ahead of them
whenever they start off on a new

oject. With the requirements of green building
pro

This unique generative design software captures and exploits the critical relationships between
design intent and geometry. Designs can be refined by either dynamically modeling and directly
manipulating geometry, by applying rules and capturing relationships among building elements, or
by defining complex building forms and systems through concisely expressed algorithms.

increasing, they are imbibed with the task of
ng not only energy efficient buildings, but
designin
also to include all the wish list of the clients.
The wish list of the clients keep on changing!
Any change to the existing model requires the
design to be redone, models to be redone and
in process significant time and energy is lost.
Come GenerativeComponents (GC) and the
architects and designers have a sigh of relief!
GC is not about walls, doors and windows but
it's about Smart Geometry. The tool provides an
environment in which geometry (lines, arcs, circles, solids, and surfaces) can be related, transformed, generated and manipulated within a
user-defined framework. While that might
sound complicated, the end results are certainly
worth seeing, complex, sculpted geometry can
be quickly generated and manipulated in realtime, allowing design exploration and variation.
In real-terms that could provide a practice with
the ability to come up with 20 or 30 designs
simply by moving sliders within a GC model.
Some of the models generated by GC are
shown in Fig-1.
GC is an associative and parametric modeling
system used by architects and engineers to
automate the design processes and accelerate
design iterations. It gives designers and engineers new ways to efficiently explore alternative building forms without manually building
the detail design model for each scenario. It
also increases their efficiency in managing
conventional design and documentation. GC
captures and graphically presents both design
components and abstract relationships
between them.
This capability lets GC go beyond making
geometry explicit; it makes design intent explicit as well. Although designers are working
graphically, based on intuition and experience
in architectural design, their work is captured in
logical form. GC is being used by many of
today's leading design firms to embrace
change. It is the design tool of choice for creative architects and engineers who appreciate
that design is best when it emerges from a
combination of intuition and logic.
GC was first introduced by Bentley and the
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How does it benefit architects and civil engineers?
GenerativeComponents (GC) enables architects and engineers to pursue designs and achieve
results that were virtually unthinkable before. Empowered by computational methods, the designers can direct their creativity to deliver inspired sustainable buildings that are freer in form and
use innovative materials and assemblies. GenerativeComponents facilitates this by allowing the
quick exploration of a broad range of "what-if" alternatives for even the most complex buildings.
es it have use in project implementation and mainteIs it only for the design and planning or doe
nance also?
To inform decisions, GC is integrated with building information modeling, analysis, and simulation
software, providing feedback on building materials, assemblies, systems performance, and environmental conditions. This integration also ensures that intent becomes reality by enabling
designs to accurately and efficiently flow through to detailed production and fabrication.
uantified in terms of return on investment, through the use of GC?
Do we have any kind of benefits qu
The benefits of GC are apparent in a variety of areas. First and foremost is the ability it provides to
pursue designs and approaches that would not be practical or even possible using other software.
This enables the use of forms, assemblies, materials, and configurations that provide a higher quality design and experience for the users of the building, as well as dramatic efficiencies in material
use, energy performance, and constructability. GC also provides the ability to iterate design options
to optimize a solution or evaluate and compare many options to find the best solution. Users of GC
consistently relate examples of how GC enabled them to explore hundreds of options; they then
contrast this capability with the one, two, or three options they could test previously. Users also
report that alternates can be modeled in minutes rather than days or weeks, and this can return
hundreds of hours to the project design team.
Do we have any large scale proje
ect wherein GCs have played an important role?
Designs that have been completed using GenerativeComponents include Dostyk Towers by
NBBJ and E/Ye Design, Cutty Sark Pavilion by YOUMEHESHE, The Pinnacle by Kohn Pederson Fox, and Museo del Acero by Grimshaw Architects.
When are we going to see GC for the geospatial indusstry?
Bentley's building and geospatial solutions are well integrated with each other, and will undoubtedly become even more interoperable going forward. And GC supports integrated projects and
approaches.
Huw Roberts, Global Marketing Director, Building. Bentley

Smart Geometry Group, version 08.09.04.76
through "soft-launch on Aug 27, 2007, devised
a way to algorithmically generate 3D building
components to achieve highly unique and
organic 3D responses to variable building constraints.

released product but the development team is
working hard on the next release and Bentley
is fully committed to the continued development of GC. This commitment is reflected in
the continuing support for the SmartGeometry
group.

Although GC is in its initial stage but has generated lot of interest among the user community, as is evident from the posts at the different
user group on GC. However, some have
become skeptical about the future of GC.
According to Greg Bentley, GC is not only a

Based upon the articles from
www.bentley.com, www.smartgeometry.com,
www.acemag.com, www.caduser.com
Dr. Satyaprakash, satya@GISdevelopment.net
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accuracy is critical.
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